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House passes 
anti-drug bill 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
House, debating a massive anti- 
drug bill, approved an amend- 
ment yesterday that would re- 
quire U.S. troops to be sent to 
the nation's borders and would 
give them power to arrest drug 
smugglers. 
The vote was 237-177 for the 
proposal as House members re- jected arguments that it was 
unconstitutional to give U.S. 
troops civilian police enforce- 
ment authority. 
Supporters said the amend- 
ment contained constitutional 
safeguards, and they argued 
that civilian enforcement agen- 
cies are unable to cope with 
massive numbers of ships and 
planes carrying drugs. 
The House also voted 242-171 
for an amendment that would 
give state and local law enforce- 
ment agencies a bonanza in fed- 
eral grants to fight illegal drugs. 
The original Dili would have 
allocated $300 million for the 
grants in fiscal years 1987 and 
1988, but the change sponsored 
by Rep. Charles Rangel, D-N.Y., 
would raise the figure to $1.3 
billion. In addition, the amend- 
ment would reduce the SO per- 
cent matching figure for states 
and localities to 10 percent. 
"THE REAL front-line troops 
the local law enforce- iiTC w OC 
ment personnel," Rangel said. 
But Rep. Dan Lungren, R-Calif. 
said, "This is the kitchen sink 
amendment... hist throw in the 
kitchen sink, half-a-million dol- 
lars, just like that." 
The overall legislation would 
escalate the war on drugs by 
pouring billions of dollars into 
enforcement, education, reha- 
bilitation, crop eradication and 
withholding of aid from recalci- 
trant producer countries. 
The amendment involving use 
of troops was offered by Reps. 
Duncan Hunter, R-Cahf., and 
Tommy Robinson, D-Ark. It not 
only orders deployment of mili- 
tary personnel, but requires the 
president to halt drug smuggling 
at the borders within 45 days. 
Robert Sims, the Pentagon's 
chief spokesman, said the De- 
fense Department was com- 
mitted to assisting in the fight 
against drugs but could not sup- 
port proposals to establish a 
significant military role in po- 
lice activities such as interdic- 
tion, arrests and search-and- 
seizure." 
"Generally, Secretary (Cas- 
par) Weinberger's view is that it 
is a bad precedent to use the 
Army as a police force," Sims 
said, adding that Deputy De- 
fense Secretary William H. Taft 
IV had written a letter to con- 
gressional leaders earlier this 
week objecting to the proposals. 
Water tower 
ready for use 
by Valerie Lonero 
staff reporter 
Bowline Green's water tower 
will soon be in use despite minor 
problems with city water lines 
last week, the city's public 
works director said yesterday. 
Although several area streets 
were flooded due to a buildup of 
Kissurc in the water valves, 
vid Barber said the tower will 
be in service on Monday. 
"The operators who were on 
duty at the time the water was to 
be turned off closed the valve too 
fast and created a water pres- 
sure surge in the city water 
system." he said. "The water 
lines that  broke  flooded the 
West Poe Road, City Park 
Road and Parkwood Avenue at 
Hillcrest suffered the most dam- 
age to their water lines. But the 
worst water line break was on 
West Poe Road. 
"We lost about a quarter of a 
million gallons of water. I was 
called at 4:30 Friday morning 
about the break, and everything 
was repaired as soon as we 
found out," he said. 
Bowling Green High School 
was temporarily closed Friday 
because of the break, he said. 
The combined weight of the 
water and the tower is 15 million 
pounds, and the tank contains 
about one and a half million 
gallons of water. 
"THE NEED for the tower 
came two or three years ago. We 
came real close to running out of 
water because our system 
wasn't meeting the demands of 
the city - there wasn't enough 
capacity," he said. "The tower 
acts as a reservoir for the city." 
Barber said the city began to 
fill the tower Sept. 2 by pumping 
water into the tower in stages 
and gradually purifying the wa- 
ter. 
"We added about 50 parts per 
million of chlorine (about 50-100 
times the concentration in drink- 
ing water)," he said. "The bac- 
teria test appears acceptable, 
and the tower will soon be in 
operation." 
SIC SIC 
SICSICSEZ. . . 
Well, maybe next week. 
The once familiar hand-let- 
tered red and white signs 
from SICSIC usually seen on 
campus have been absent so 
far this year. 
The 40-year-old secret 
spirit organization has been 
inactive this fall due to lack of 
a faculty advisor. 
Larry Weiss, director of 
alumni affairs and assistant 
vice president for University 
relations, was the advisor to 
SICSIC for the past two years. 
He resigned the position last 
spring. 
"I've taken on additional 
responsibilities here in the 
office," he said.  "I didn't 
want to do it if I was unable to 
devote the time to it." 
Weiss said that a new advi- 
sor for SICSIC will be named 
in about a week. 
"For the good of the group, 
we wanted to find someone 
else," he said. 
The group is composed of 
six seniors who remain anon- 
ymous while generating spirit 
for campus events. 
SICSIC #3 said the group 
will resume their activities 
next week. 
"It's just a matter of work- 
ing out some details," be 
said. "Everyone's very sorry 
to see (Weiss) go, but we 
understand his responsibili- 
ties have increased. 
% 
Show time 
Scott Ressler. graphic designer from DMI Industries. Madison 
Hts.. Mich., demonstrates to passers-by the many advantages to 
computer-aided design yesterday in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
BG News/ Heidi Siemers 
Ressler's demonstration is part of Media Expo 86, sponsored by 
the Instructional Media Center and WBGU-TV. 
Disabled urge policy changes 
Improvements anticipated with hiring of new directors 
by Mike Mclntyre 
editor 
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the 
last of a three-part series on 
disabled students at the Univer- 
sity. It examines changes sug- 
gested by disabled people for the 
Department of Handicapped 
Services and reports what pro- 
gress is being made in the 
search for a new director of that 
department and of Affirmative 
Action, which houses hand- 
icapped services at the Univer- 
sity. 
Some disabled students view 
the opening of the position of 
director of Handicapped Serv- 
ices as a way for the department 
to change for the better. 
Janet ScottBey, who was re- 
cently appointed director of Af- 
firmative Action when Suzanne 
Crawford left the post, was pre- 
viously in charge of Hand- 
icapped Services. She left the 
University Monday to take the 
Affirmative Action director's job at the University of Tennes- 
see. 
Jim Pelfrey, a blind student at 
the University, said he hopes 
University officials will be open 
to suggestions when hiring a 
new director, and when hiring a 
new director of Affirmative Ac- 
tion. 
In yesterday's News, Pelfrey 
said he perceived an attitude 
Broblem with the Department of 
andicapped Services. He said 
he believed the department did 
the minimum to get by. Now, he 
hopes that will change. 
"I hope they find someone who 
has had direct experience work- 
ing with disabled students," he 
said. "Someone who is familiar 
with issues which would con- 
front a (disabled) student socia- 
lly and architecturally." 
He said the most important 
quality in a director would be his 
awareness of issues disabled 
students face. 
"WE NEED somebody tuned 
in to what's going on, not just 
sitting in the office drinking 
coffee and pushing paper," he 
said. 
Pelfrey suggested changes in 
Handicapped Services which 
would include a taped books 
center at the University. He said 
he would like it if putting books 
on audio tape was made part of 
the curriculum for some special 
education courses. That way, 
the tapes could be stored and 
other blind students could use 
them in the future. 
Presently, Pelfrey orders 
taped books from an outside 
source and hires people to read 
books to him which are not 
available on tape. 
Harry Hoemann, professor of 
psychology and advisor to Dawn 
Bostleman, a deaf student at- 
tending the University, sug- 
gested a way for handicapped 
services to provide an inter- 
preter for deaf students. 
He said the University could 
create a classified-level posi- 
tion, such as a secretary, for 
someone who has good inter- 
Ereting skills. This person could 
e released from clerical duties 
to interpret for deaf students 
when necessary, he said. 
INGRID KOBER. counselor 
at the Ohio Bureau of Vocational 
Rehabilitation, said she believes 
the University could follow the 
example of other state universi- 
ties. She said schools such as 
Cleveland State University, Co- 
lumbus Technical Institute and 
Wright State University in Day- 
ton nave at least one full-time 
interpreter on staff. She said 
many schools have several in- 
terpreters on staff. 
Philip Mason, executive assis- 
tant to University President 
Paul Olscamp, said a committee 
made np of representatives of 
different University depart- 
ments has been formed to fill the 
Handicapped Services and Affir- 
mative Action posts. He said the 
committee will meet Tuesday to 
discuss plans to advertise the 
position. 
In the meantime, Mason said 
he and Olscamp are examining 
options for temporary replace- 
ments and said it is possible he 
will take over the directors' jobs 
until the new people are hired. 
Mason said the Department of 
Handicapped Services would be 
open to suggestions such as 
those offered by Pelfrey, Hoe- 
mann and Kober. 
"If suggestions come forward 
that would improve the opera- 
tion of the department or en- 
hance the services it provides, 
we're going to give them serious 
consideration,   he said. 
Egypt, Israel begin summit talks 
ALEXANDRIA, Egypt (AP) - 
President Hosni Mubarak and 
Israeli Prime Minister Shimon 
Peres talked privately for three 
hours yesterday, and Mubarak 
said Israel's stand on the Pales- 
tinian issue is improving. 
"We have concentrated heav- 
ily on the Palestinian issue, 
which is vital and important for 
the peace process, Mubarak 
said at a news conference after 
meeting with Peres in the first 
Israeli-Egyptian summit in five 
years. 
"I think the Israeli position is 
improving a lot," he said. 
At a 90-minute working lunch 
also attended by other officials 
from both countries, Peres said 
Palestinians "have a right to 
participate in the determination 
of their own future" but he men- 
tioned no changes in Israel's 
position on the Palestine Liber- 
ation Organization. 
Peres has insisted that Israel 
will not negotiate with the PLO, 
which it considers a terrorist 
organization. Before his depar- 
ture from Israel, Peres prom- 
ised his Cabinet he would make 
no concessions regarding the 
Palestinians. 
THE SUMMIT began after the 
two leaders shook hands inside 
Ras el-Tin, a seaside presi- 
dential palace, and then posed 
for pictures. They then met 
alone and talked in English, 
dispensing with translators and 
other aides. 
In all the two leaders met for 
4 "2 hours, including the working 
dinner on a balcony overlooking 
the Mediterranearv 
Uri Savir, Peres' spokesman, 
said "the spirit and atmosphere 
was extremely friendly." 
"On the issue of improving 
relations and on the peace proc- 
ess, there was a wide degree of 
understanding between the two 
gentlemen," he said. 
Mubarak said that with the 
signing by the two sides the day 
before of an agreement on a 
formula for resolving a border 
dispute, "I think it will be easy 
to move forward with the main 
issue, which is the Palestinian 
issue." 
Mubarak said the bargaining 
position of moderate countries 
like Egypt deteriorated greatly 
after PLO leader Yasser Arafat 
froze an agreement with Jordan 
that aimed at peace negotiations 
through an international confer- 
ence. 
"The current situation has a 
lot of proble 11s. This freezing 
puts us in a difficult position for 
our negotiations, but we are 
trying,   he said. 
"We must help each other to 
solve the problem. We must 
make an effort to solve it. And 
we mustn't ask Israel to make 
the effort alone. Egypt cannot 
impose a solution by itself," 
Mubarak said. 
Alexandria was the site of the 
last Israeli-Egyptian summit, in 
August 1981 between Egypt's 
Anwar Sadat and Israel's Men- 
achem Begin. 
Moslem extremists assassi- 
nated Sadat two months later. 
Egypt is the only Arab nation 
with diplomatic relations with 
Israel, and any overture to the 
Jewish state is considered a 
political gamble for Mubarak. 
Editorial BG News/September 12, IMC t 
Advice could better 
services for disabled 
Handicapped services departments are impor- 
tant in any institution. They ensure that dis- 
abled people will have the same opportunity to 
receive services as those who do not have a disabil- 
ity. 
We hope the University keeps in mind how 
important such a department is on a college cam- 
pus when choosing new directors for the Depart- 
ment of Handicapped Services and for Affirmative 
Action. 
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 
makes it illegal for any institution receiving federal 
aid to discriminate on the basis of a handicap. 
Since Section 504 was enacted, state institutions, 
such as the University, have worked to become 
barrier-free and have tried to meet legal require- 
ments to accommodate disabled people. 
But some institutions go beyond the law. They do 
more than their legal snare to accommodate dis- 
abled students. 
One example is Wright State University in Day- 
ton, which was built with disabled people in mind. 
The university, which opened in 1967, is barrier- 
free. In addition, many programs for disabled 
people are offered, services such as interpreters 
are provided, and research into disabilities is 
stressed. 
We believe the University would do well to follow 
this example. 
Accommodating disabled students should not be 
done reluctantly because some law says so. It is a 
moral responsibility of any public institution to 
make itself accessible to everyone - equally. 
University students, professors, and outside 
counselors have offered suggestions to make Hand- 
icapped Services at the University better. 
We hope the selection committee carefully 
chooses new directors and we emplore those direc- 
tors, whoever they may be, to listen to the advice. 
To the trendy go the spoils 
OUT 
»! ^0& 
by Craig Hergert 
Last month a new survey of 
college students came out. Spon- 
sored by a trade association, the 
"College Watch '86" survey pre- 
sents a profile of today's college 
students that is riddled with 
inconsistencies. 
Although the survey revealed 
that the group is more conserva- 
tive than the preceeding genera- 
tion, 70 percent of the students 
responding to the survey said 
industry cannot be trusted to 
handle toxic wastes and only 28 
percent said abortion should be 
illegal. These answers don't in- 
dicate an avalanche of conser- 
vative attitudes. 
Another response seemed in- 
consistent with reality. Accord- 
ing to the UPI story I read, the 
survey reveals that students 
"disapprove of sex before mar- 
riage.'' Now, I don't have a lot of 
data on this kind of behavior, 
Sou understand, but judging 
om what I've overheard, 
there's still a few students out 
there who don't disapprove. 
Maybe taking the survey last 
winter has something to do with 
this response. It's possible the 
respondents' hormones were 
temporarily frozen. 
The most fascinating part of 
the survey, though, deals with 
WHAT FOREIGN POWER IS DEHIND THE 
KILLING AND TERRORIZING OF 
THOUSAHDS OF AMERICANS EVERY 
YEAR? 
RUSSIA IRAN COLOMBIA 
Letters 
Delts perservere 
Dear Editor: 
I am a fifth-year senior and 
will be graduating in December. 
I have never - until now -cared 
enough about the headlines of 
; TheBG News to take the time to 
"write a letter to the Editor. ■'-' This letter is more or less 
intended   for   my   fraternity 
brothers, but with all of the 
: recent publicity, I thought the 
: -entire campus might benefit by 
'sharing these  thoughts.   This 
isn't intended to be a   my house 
is the best house" letter because 
I know that there are several 
excellent   fraternities   on   the 
BGSU campus. I'm only ex- 
pressing my personal opinions. 
As reported by 77it BG News, 
the brothers of Delta Tau Delta 
have been sanctioned for 
"hazing." This letter is not to 
further contest those allega- 
tions. That die is cast. Nor is it 
my intention to complain about 
the "sanctions" placed on our 
chapter, which, for those who do 
not know, include social and 
athletic probation. That is se- 
vere, but temporary. The Delts 
will "hang in there." 
Throughout my five years 
here, I have seen the Delts host 
terrific parties, routinely win 
athletic championships, provide 
extensive community service, 
and deliver average schol- 
arship. The sanctions placed on 
; 
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us are forcing us to use our 
creativity, our tenacity to over- 
come obstacles, which I believe 
will make us a better chapter in 
the future. 
For those of you in fraternities 
or sororities, wish us luck. 
Imagine how your chapter 
would deal with problems simi- 
lar to ours. It won't be easy; but. 
then again, we have already had 
a good deal of success in that 
arena. 
We might not be able to have 
teas/parties with sororities, but 
we nave already proved our 
ability to have fun without alco- 
hol. We will continue to shovel 
snow and rake leaves for senior 
citizens. We will continue to 
donate our labor to worthy char- 
ities. 
We will continue to proudly 
wear our letters and proudly 
claim our allegiance to Bowling 
Green State University. We wifl 
continue to encourage our new 
members to act with dignity, 
deliberation, responsibility and 
compassion. We will continue 
our traditions of patriotism, 
courage and brotherhood. As for 
scholarship  
Fraternally, 
J. Keven Blake 
812 Sixth St, Apt 3 
Respond 
The BG News editorial page is 
your campus forum. 
Letters and guest columns 
should be typewritten, double- 
spaced and signed. Your ad- 
dress (or OCMB number) and 
telephone number must be in- 
cluded. 
The BG News reserves the 
right to reject submissions. 
the students' goals. The headline 
for the story in the Bowling 
Green Sentinel-Tribune read 
"Making money is top student 
goal." Two out of three of the 
students surveyed want to make 
"a good deal of money," and 34 
percent want to make a good 
deal more than a good deal. 
They believe, according to the 
survey, "being a millionaire be- 
fore age 35 is important." 
As for myself, I have trouble 
getting that excited about 
money, possibly because I've 
never made any of it to speak of. 
I'm 30 years old, and I haven't 
yet earned $10,000 in a single 
year. The only time I have any 
interest in the money section in 
USA Today is when it's raining 
and I don t have my umbrella 
handy. 
But I had another reason for 
being interested in the survey. 
As a teacher of college students, 
I'm interested in knowing 
what's on their minds. I'm inter- 
ested in knowing that, according 
to the story, "59 percent are 
completely or somewhat in 
accord with the statement that 
'It's not what you know, it's 
whom you know that helps you 
get ahead.'" 
As a teacher, I can't help but 
be concerned about this re- 
sponse. In my two classes this 
fall, I've encountered a bunch of 
students who seem bright and 
eager to learn, and I hope they 
don't change their ways to suit 
this year's fashions. 
Whether or not they change, 
as the survey suggests, I think 
that some changes should be 
made in response to the new 
attitudes. I think, for example, 
that we should start rewriting 
children's stories so the young- 
sters can know what they're 
getting into when they enter 
college. 
With a little reworking, one 
traditional fairy tale could look 
like this. I think you'll find it to 
be every bit as believable as the 
one about the wolf who eats a 
grandmother in one bite. 
Once upon a time in a univer- 
sity in the Midwest, there lived a 
freshman by the name of Tony 
Spenderella. 
Spenderella was, like all his 
fellow students in the eighties, 
basically optimistic and upbeat, 
but he had a problem. As a 
freshman, he was required to 
take certain impractical 
courses, such as history, philos- 
ophy and composition. 
One night while he toiled in his 
room, studying, his frat broth- 
ers, who were upperclassmen. 
were putting on suit jackets and 
ties and generally making them- 
selves look handsome in the 
extreme. 
"Hey, where ya goin'?" asked 
Spenderella. 
"We're going to the big Job 
Fair being held at the grand 
ballroom, said one of his frat 
brothers, "so we can meet in- 
fluential people, secure jobs be- 
fore the ink on our diplomas is 
dry, and become millionaires 
before we're 35." 
"Sounds awesome," sighed 
Spenderella. "Can't I go with 
you?" 
"No, Spenderella. You need to 
keep studying. Not to learn any- 
thing, of course, but to get your 
grades up, for if you don't, our 
frat will nave a low overall aver- 
age, and we'll look bad." 
And off they went to the fair, 
leaving Spenderella to stare dis- 
consolately at his three text- 
books - "American History," 
"From Socrates to Sartre," and 
"Roughdrafts."- 
"Books." he pouted. "If only 
these books were good for some- 
thing." Just then, a gust of wind 
ruffled his Ronald Reagan-Com- 
memorative-curtains and, in a 
flash of gold dust, who should he 
see in front of him but a silver- 
haired man dressed in an impec- 
cable blue suit. 
"Wow!" cried Spenderella. 
"John Molloy!" 
"I couldn't help but overhear 
you knocking books, young 
man,"  said  Molloy,   brushing 
Sold dust off his jacket. "True, 
le ones you have there are 
worthless, but this one did all 
right for me." And he presented 
Spenderella with an auto- 
graphed copy of "Dress for Suc- 
cess." 
"Thanks, Mr. Molloy," 
gushed Spenderella, "But why 
are you here?" 
"Why. I always respond to the 
needs of good consumers. We're 
going to the Job Fair. But first, 
you must be suitably attired." 
And with that he took a five- 
dollar cigar from his vest pocket 
and aimed it at the three books 
on Spenderella's desk. In an 
instant, a fairy-Godmother-type 
transformation occurred. The 
history text became a blue pin- 
stripe suit with vest, shirt, pants 
and tie. The philosophy text be- 
came a pair of patent leather 
shoes. And the writing text be- 
came a handkerchief. 
"Wow!" exclaimed Spende- 
rella. "And I thought these 
books weren't worth anything." 
"They weren't," said Molloy. 
"Not until I came along. Always 
remember, it's not what you 
know..." 
"It's whom you know," inter- 
rupted Spenderella." 
"Oh, go ahead and say 'who 
you know,' "said Molloy. 
'Proper English always makes 
me nervous. 
And without further adieu 
they went to the job fair. While 
they were there, Spenderella 
smiled at all the corporate rep- 
resentatives who were on hand, 
and they were so impressed by 
his personality and clothes and 
by his friend that they all made 
a special note of him. 
The minute after he grad- 
uated, his mailbox was over- 
flowing with requests from all of 
the corporations in the Fortune 
500. 
"Oh, boy!" chirped Spende- 
rella. "My ship has come in." 
It had indeed. Spenderella 
drove to Silicon Valley in his 
brand new BMW and lived 
wealthily ever after. He never 
read another impractical book 
in his life, which meant that 
even if he had been unhappy, he 
would never have known it. 
Hergert, a teaching fellow in 
English from Slayton, Minn., is 
a columnist for The BG News. 
Presidential instinct 
stimulates response 
by Gregg M. Richardson 
Political observers have occu- 
pied themselves for six years 
now in grasping for superlatives 
to sufficiently praise President 
Reagan's alleged political in- 
stincts, but a feature in the Sep- 
tember issue of Harper's 
magazine suggests that the 
president may harbor even 
more elemental instincts of 
which most of us were totally 
unaware. 
In discussing the logistics of 
White House press conferences, 
the article points out that the 
president has a predilection to 
call on reporters who are wear- 
ing anything red, which happens 
to be Nancy Reagan's favorite 
color. Reporters, noticing this, 
have begun frequently wearing 
articles of red clothing in order 
to attract the president's atten- 
tion. 
This is a striking example of 
coevolution of a type frequently 
encountered in nature. 
For example, in one species of 
butterfly, the female does not 
emerge from dormancy until a 
couple of weeks after the male. 
In the meantime, there is a plant 
that produces a flower which 
closely mimics the appearance 
of the female butterfly. Since no 
real females are yet available, 
the male attempts to mate with 
the flower and in the process 
helps to propogate the species 
by aiding in poUenation. 
In a similar way, those White 
House reporters who mimic 
Nancy's red dresses are more 
BLOOM COUNTY 
successful in drawing the atten- 
tion of the president, thereby 
increasing their fitness, through 
the enhancement of their own 
careers. 
The president also benefits in 
this arrangement, since the 
brightly adorned reporters he 
calls on are less likely to ask him 
difficult or embarrassing ques- 
tions. 
One can almost imagine Da- 
vid Attenborough, knee-deep in 
jelly beans, out of breath and 
squinting into the camera, as he 
explains the ecology of White 
House press conferences. He 
turns, prods the president * 
awake, and waves a red hand- 
kerchief in his face. Immedi- 
ately, the president instinctively 
calls on the red handkerchief 
and Attenborough triumphantly 
gives expression to the remark- 
able diversity and resourceful- 
ness of life on earth. 
Nevertheless, at the June 11 
press conference described in 
Harper's, the president was un- 
able to understand a question 
put to him by a red-carnationed 
reporter, even after the reporter 
had thoughtfully rephrased it for 
him several times. Later, Rea- 
gan explained that he had been 
concentrating so hard on choos- 
ing a reporter to call on, that he 
had forgotten what to say. 
Naturally most Americans, as 
a matter of national pride, want 
their president to be well-in- 
formed and adept at articulating 
important issues. The extraordi- 
nary single-mindedness exhib- 
ited by Mr. Reagan in this 
incident suggests endless possi- 
bilities f or educational strate 
gies. 
For example, by utilizing a 
color-coded system of rewards 
and punishments, I am confi- 
dent that the president could be 
trained to perform many simple 
tasks that nave given him trou- 
ble in the past, such as distin- 
guishing between small Latin 
American countries, recogniz- 
ing bis cabinet members at state 
receptions, and remembering 
whether or not submarine-based 
nuclear missiles can be recalled 
after launch. 
Given that the leading presi- 
dential candidates for 1988 in- 
clude a college football star, a 
pro basketball star, and a funda- 
mentalist preacher, I'm sure 
that such a system would prove 
edifying in future administra- 
tions as well. 
The prospects for biology 
graduates are looking bright. 
Richardson is a reference li- 
brarian in the University's Sci- 
ence Library. 
Corrections 
Robert Maurer and Doug 
Valentine are local land own- 
ers, but are not realtors as 
was erroneosly reported In 
Tuesday's News. 
D     D     □ 
Wright State University is 
in Dayton. The college was 
incorrectly named in yester- 
day's News. 
by Berke Breathed 
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USG positions 
still available 
due to apathy 
by Susan McDonald 
staff reporter 
Although Undergraduate 
Student Government encour- 
ages student participation in 
its committees on such issues 
as academic honesty or finan- 
cial aid, low student response 
has forced some positions to 
remain unfilled. 
"Every year these posi- 
tions are hard to fill," said 
Vice-President Jeff Slater, 
who said USG had only re- 
ceived applications for 35-40 
of the 51 positions. 
"... (W)ith 16,000 stu- 
dents, they (the positions) 
shouldn't be hard to fill," he 
said. 
The 30 USG committees are 
made up of students, faculty 
and administrators and ad- 
dress issues such as public 
safety, cultural events and 
intercollegiate athletics. 
"The idea is for an active 
student voice to be heard on 
the University committees, 
which are run by faculty ana 
administrators. They want to 
take the student into account. 
This is their way of letting us 
know they are here for us and 
they want to hear our views," 
Slater said. 
One of the major reasons 
for these positions not being 
filled is student apathy, he 
said, which forced USG to 
extend its deadline for appli- 
cations from Sept. 4 to Sept. 
"A LOT of students are 
here just to get an education 
and leave, instead of partici- 
pating in their education. 
Participation on one of these 
committees can be an impor- 
tant part of their education," 
he said. 
Although students have not 
yet applied for these remain- 
ing positions, Slater said the 
response has been better this 
year than last. 
Slater credited Mike Mc- 
Greevey and Brad Krider. 
last year's USG president ana 
vice preisdent, for the student 
government's high visibility, 
which he said raised student 
interest in serving on these 
committees. 
False alarms have officials fired up 
by Linda Hoy 
staff reporter 
A rash of false fire alarms in 
residence halls last year has 
prompted the University to 
clamp down on offenders. 
There were 109 false alarms 
reported in residence halls last 
Sir. Founders Quadrangle had 
highest number of false 
alarms last year, followed clo- 
sely by Rodgers Quadrangle, 
Bill Lanning, director of resi- 
dence management, said. 
Students found guilty of pull- 
ing a false fire alarm will be 
suspended from the University, 
Mary Edmonds, vice president 
of student affairs, said. 
"We're going to enforce the 
existing rules, she said, calling 
the number of false alarms last 
year "totally intolerable." 
Residence hall staffs have 
been instructed to check every 
room during a fire drill, and 
officials are asking residents to 
report students who pull a false 
alarm. 
"It's not that you're turning in 
somebody," Chapman hall di- 
rector Augie Gal van said. 
"What you're doing is making 
the building safer." 
Students found remaining in 
the building during an alarm 
will be given a written warning, 
referred to Standards and Pro- 
ceedures and receive a possible 
fine, Galvan said. 
EDMONDS EXPRESSED 
concern that the repeated num- 
ber of false alarms result in 
students' having a nonchalant 
attitude towards a fire alarm. 
"Students lust set tired of 
going out (of the building during 
an alarm)," she said. 
Galvan said, "Taking an 
alarm seriously could save your 
life." 
Residence halls to highlight themes 
by Jarad O. Wadley 
copy editor 
University students living in 
residence halls may 
have noticed that their hall has a 
theme that will be highlighted 
this year. 
Whether a student spends 
"Late Night(s) with Rodgers Quad," or fights at the side of 
"Captain Kohl," each hall's 
theme will incorporate the Resi- 
dents Exploring a Challenging 
Horizon (REACH) program 
sponsored by Residential Serv- 
ices. 
Barbara Keller, director of 
residence education, said 
REACH programs will focus on 
a pertinent issue or concern 
each month. These programs 
will be sponsored by Residential 
Services, even though the resi- 
dence halls will have their own 
themes, Keller said. 
"We don't have a theme for 
September; however in October, 
the theme will deal with alcohol 
awareness which will corrobo- 
rate with National Awareness 
Week during Oct. 20-26," Keller 
said. 
Karlene Gargac, program 
coordinator of Residence Life, 
said the themes for the remain- 
ing months should be known this 
week. 
GARGAC ADDED that the 
following is a list of the individ- 
ual themes which the residence 
halls will center on this year. 
Offenhauer - "Offenhauer 
Towers - A Class Act" 
Prout - Self-Awareness, but 
no slogan 
Founders - "We Found it in 
Founders" 
McDonald - "Get H.I.G.H. in 
McDonald" (Helping Individu- 
als Grow Holistically) 
Kohl - "Captain Kohl" -fight- 
ing to give students the freedom 
to get involved (a different mis- 
sion each month) 
Conklin - "Make it Happen" 
Rodgers - "Late Night with 
Rodgers Quad" 
Harshman - "The Heart of it 
All" 
Anderson - "Anderson Is- 
land" 
Bromfield - "The Pride is 
Back" 
Chapman - "REACH. - Ai- 
ming for Success" 
Dunbar - "And Enjoyin' Ev- 
ery Minute of it" and "Doin' 
Time in Dunbar" 
Ashley - "Ashley, Oh Ashley" 
Batchelder-"Catch the 
Wave" 
Compton - "The One to 
WatdT 
Darrow - "Reach Wellness" 
/LIVE ENTERTAINMENT \ 
/    TH0R8.-FBI.-SM.    * 
io:oop.m.-2:oop.m. 
MR. BOJANQLES 
% 893 S. MAIN ST. / 
\ "UMBER HEW MAHMBEMEHT" / 
THE STUDENT ATHLETIC 
B0ARD-THE STUDENT 
VOICE IN BGSU ATHLETICS 
Accepting applications for the 1986-87 
school year. Applications available at 405 
Student Services and Memorial Hall Ticket 
Office. All applications are due at either 
location by FRIDAY, September 12th. 
— — — For more Information call: —- — — 
Kevin McHugh Jim Kovath 
372-7054 353-2530 
USER FRIENDLY 
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HOURS Gr«Kcoptts.Gr«at people 
M-Tr   7:30-10:00 
Fri    7:30-6:00 
Sat   9:00-6:00 
Sun   12:00-8:00 
354-3977 
113 RAILROAD ST. 
(Behind Dexter's) 
Next week 
is the 
Last 
week 
for senior 
portraits 
Appointments are lilting fast, 
Don't be left out!! 
Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by our office at 28 West Hall. 
Last chance to receive prints in tine lor Christines. 
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GSS focuses on grad needs 
Priorities include research funding, contract rights 
by Ron Coulter 
chief copy editor 
While many University stu- 
dents are struggling through 
100- and 200-level classes, the 
graduate students who teach 
many of these classes are. in 
addition, taking a full load of 
classes at the 500 and 600 level. 
Because of their circum- 
stances, graduate students have 
problems and needs that aren't 
shared by the rest of the student 
population. The Graduate Stu- 
dent Senate is intended to meet 
i hose needs. 
GSS consists of 56 elected 
master's and Ph.D. students. It 
includes a six-person executive 
committee, made up of four 
officers and two representa- 
tives-at-large, in addition to a 
general assembly. 
Sheila Harrington, GSS presi- 
dent, said the reps-at-large, who 
will be elected next month by the 
assembly, often serve as 
"watchdogs" for underrepre- 
sented groups on campus. 
The 50 members of the gen- 
eral assembly are selected by 
the academic departments. Typ- 
ically, each department selects 
one or two representatives, de- 
pending on the proportion of 
graduate students within the 
department. 
GSS has standing committees 
for programming, finance and 
welfare, and ad hoc (temporary 
special) committees. The Sen- 
ate also assigns representatives 
to serve on University commit- 
tees and advisory boards. 
HARRINGTON    SAID    GSS 
and the Undergraduate Student 
Government seem to have an 
effective influence by serving on 
advisory committees. 
"The Board of Trustees is 
especially sensitive to the need 
of graduate students," she said. 
Harrington said GSS has seve- 
ral primary concerns for the 
1986-87 school year. These in- 
clude comparing University sti- 
pends with those of other 
universities and obtaining in- 
creased funding for research; 
maintaining an adeauate peri- 
odicals collection at the Univer- 
sity libraries and clarifying the 
rights and responsibilities at- 
tached to graduate contracts. 
GSS will hold its first meeting 
this afternoon at 2:30 in the 
assembly room on the second 
floor of McFall Center. 
Godspell ^ N«"»/Jta Y°«» 
Followers of Jesus Christ (Kyle Marrero) react with grief at his crucifixion irr the play "Godspell," which 
will be performed tonight and tomorrow night at 8:00 in Kobacker Hall. 
I        MARK'S PIZZA 
I    Large 1 Item Pizza $5.95 
free delivery 
Call 352-3551 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza 
I 
I I 
Thefts reported Wednesday 
Two bicycles stolen in city; wallet taken from woman outside Foodtown 
Board of 
Black Cultural 
Activities 
(B.B.C.A) 
Applications for Executive Positions 
will be Available 
Sept. 15 - Sept. 19, 1986 
Positions Open Include: 
—President 
—Vice President 
—Secretary 
—Public Relation Chairman 
—Treasurer 
Applications will be Available in: 
Minority Student Activity's Office 
Ethnic Studies Department 
Minority Affairs Office 
A woman reported the theft of 
her wallet Wednesday in front of 
the Foodtown supermarket, 1044 
N. Main St. 
She told police that she was 
walking to the front door when a 
man she described as white, 5 
feet 8 inches tall, skinny and 
with brown, shoulder-length 
hair ran up to her and grabbed 
her wallet, which she was hold- 
ing in her hand. 
The man, who was wearing 
worn jeans and an army jacket, 
then ran to the rear of the store. 
POLICE SAID the wallet con- 
tained the woman's driver's li- 
cense, the title and registration 
to her car and food stamps 
worth $48. 
o   D   a 
City police reported two bicy- 
cles stolen Wednesday night. 
A 16-inch yellow bike with 
"Cabbage Patch Kids" mark- 
ings and a white basket was 
reported stolen at 6:10 p.m. 
from 628 S. Main St. The bike 
had a "JULIA" nameplate and 
is valued at $50, police said. 
A Huffy "Le Grande" 12- 
speed, painted white with red 
trim was reported stolen at 9:40 
E.m. from 471S. Summit St. The 
ike had a water-bottle holder 
and sponge handlebar covers 
and is valued at $115. The owner 
told police that the bike was 
locked at the time of the theft. 
A PUBLIC SERVICE PROGRAM 
SPONSORED BY THE 
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF 
SHOPPINC CENTERS 
KIDS 
HD6 IEENTlr'lJfil'LW 
srj*UP  
B.G. Community Day 1986 
Chicken Barbecue 
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 21 
Noon'til 3:00 p.m. 
Bowling Green City Park 
Adults $4 ('•> Chicken) Children $2.50 ('/. Chicken) 
All meals include potato solad, cole slow,  roll and butter, 
coffee or lemonade 
Advance ticket tales only 
TICKETS ON SALE NOW 
at the Moin Offices of • Diamond Savings & Loon 
• First Federal Savings A Loan • Huntington Notional Bonk 
• Mid American National Bonk • State Home Sovings 
• Toledo Trust.  Also available ot Chamber of Commerce 
ond B.G. City Administrative Services Bldg. 
Ever Wish yoacouLi 
start life over? 
Yoa Can. 
TOT |lH lam theruurrectiop and. 
the. Vfc .. Jobnij 25 
Pastor Randy Carter 181 S. Main 352-0672 
Sunday Worship 8:45,10:30,6:00 
DUIUJiii} Christian fellowship 
Thursday 7:30 in faculty lounge, Union 
Zl 
UNDER GRADUATE 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
VOTE FOR 
DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVES 
SEPT. 18 
9:00-5:00 UNION 
6:00-10:00 JEROME LIBRARY 
IIH* IIB* IIB* IIB* IIB* IIB* IIB* IIB* IIB* I IB* IIB* IIB* I IB* IIB* IIB* IIB* IIB* JIB* 1IB* I1B 
PI BETA PHI WELCOMES OUR 
1986 FALL PLEDGES 
Sarina Alesi 
Janice Barnes 
Kellie Bartholomew 
Beth Cherryholmes 
Amy Dannis 
LeeAnn DiGirolamo 
Alison Dowe 
Stocey Edwards 
Kathy Fenn 
Bethany Foltz 
Amy Fowler 
Jenny Fuller 
Mellissa Fulop 
Amy Harkelroad 
Bobbie Helbling 
Lori James 
Paillette Kikta 
Michelle Lomano 
Paula Marks 
Kate Mountcastle 
Katy Namen 
Lisa Pattison 
Sherry Pouliot 
Julie Prior 
Mary Jo Ricica 
Tammy Sanders 
Kim Sarty 
Karen Scheider 
Susan Sham'wugh 
Karen Slovak 
Ann Sponsler 
Monica Trepinski 
Debbie Walsh 
Kelli Wemer 
Caryn Wilkinson 
Trudy Zelazny 
CONGRATULATIONS NEW ANGELS 
*HI1 *BU *HLI *HLI *HU *HU *HI1 *HII *HII *9U *811 *HU *HU *HII *HII *BI1 *«II 4801 *HII * n 
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March primary urged for Ohio 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Moving Ohio's presi- 
dential primary from May to March in an 
effort to develop a Midwest regional pri- 
mary is a matter of economic and political 
survival for the state. Sen. Stanley Aronoff, 
R-Cincinnati, told a House panel yesterday. 
Aronoff offered that assessment as the 
House Elections, Land Conveyance and 
Township Committee opened hearings on 
his Senate-passed bill under which Ohio 
would hold its presidential primary election 
on the third Tuesday in March starting in 
1968. 
As a result. Ohio's primary would occur 
on the same day as the election in Illinois. 
"You've created with those two states 
alone a Midwest primary where other states 
will follow, in my opinion. But even if they 
don't, you've created an important place in 
the nominating process for the state of 
Ohio," be said. 
Backers of the switch, who include Demo- 
cratic Secretary of State Sherrod Brown, 
say the Ohio primary now occurs too late in 
the presidential candidate selection process. 
Aronoff also cited the decision of 13 southern 
states to establish a "Super Tuesday" pri- 
mary on the second Tuesday in March. 
"THE CRADLE of presidents, Ohio, in my 
opinion, based on a media world as we have 
it today, (faces) extinction insofar as the 
presidential nominating process," Aronoff 
said. 
"In my opinion, you have to fight fire with 
Hre. I'm not suggesting that we come in and 
try to compete on the same day with the 
South. They'd beat us, fair and square. They 
organized, they did their job," he said. 
"But if we're just going to sit with our 
heads in the sand like ostriches and let them 
control the nominating process of the presi- 
dency of the United States, then we get what 
we deserve. We'll get nothing," Aronoff 
said. 
Aronoff, who headed a session on the 
regional primary at a meeting of the Mid- 
west Council of State Governments last 
month in Missouri, said other states have 
been waiting to see whether Ohio will 
change its election date before deciding 
whether to join the movement. 
Residents opposed to Perry plant 
CLEVELAND (AP)-A sur- 
vey of Lake County residents 
shows that many who live near 
the Perry nuclear power plant 
have negative feelings about it. 
But the plant's operator says the 
survey may not be an accurate 
reflection of residents' thoughts. 
The survey by Madison Town- 
ship trustees was sent to 7,406 
residents of Madison Townhsip 
and Madison Village, both east 
of the plant in North Perry in 
Lake County. The Cleveland 
Electric Illuminating Co. built 
the plant, 35 miles east of Cleve- 
land. 
A majority of the 709 people 
who answered the survey said 
they believe the plant could be 
the site of a major accident, has 
already had a negative effect on 
their lifestyles, and that its star- 
tup should be delayed until the 
plant's evacuation plan is re- 
viewed and improved. 
The respondents also said they 
would not know where to flee 
after an accident at the plant, 
even though they've received 
information about the plant 
evacuation plan. 
BASED ON the survey results, 
Madison   Township   trustees 
Tuesday night voted 2-1 to ask 
for a delay in the startup of the 
plant. 
The Perry plant currently has 
a low-jx>wer operating license. 
The Nuclear Regulatory Com- 
mission is considering granting 
a full-power license, but has 
been prevented from doing so by 
the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals in Cincinnati. 
CEI spokesmen F. Lee Bailey 
and William King on Wednesday 
said the survey should not be 
considered an accurate reflec- 
tion of community feeling about 
the plant. 
And Jack DeSario, a political 
science professor at Case West- 
ern Reserve University who 
does political polls, said the sur- 
vey return rate is too low to 
accurately gauge public atti- 
tudes on the plant. 
"A 10 percent return rate is 
not very good," said DeSario. 
"I'd be very cautious with this. 
What you're getting here is a 
biased return rate, what you're 
getting here is a few people in 
the community who are con- 
cerned." 
CEI spokesmen said they be 
lieve residents who did not re- 
spond to the survey, or 90 per- 
cent of those who were sent 
questionnaires, support the 
plant. They said the survey 
could be interpreted to show that 
only 7 percent of area residents 
oppose a plant startup. 
THAT INTERPRETATION is 
based on results showing 69.8 
percent of the respondents 
wanted the trustees to pass a 
resolution delaying the startup. 
Of the respondents, 495 favored 
the delay, 195 were opposed and 
19 were undecided. 
"It appears, with the low rate 
of return, that it's not a really 
big issue, pro or con," Bailey 
said. 
('El's criticism prompted an 
angry response from Madison 
Township Trustee Chairman 
Theresa A. Gerred, who said 
CEI is distorting the survey re- 
sults, and county Administrator 
Kenneth Gauntner, who super- 
vised the survey. 
"If they can distort something 
we did in so much honesty and so 
much good faith, what else have 
they distorted?" said Gerred. 
The survey contained 15 ques- 
tions supplied by township trust- 
ees, CEI and a member of the 
Lake County Concerned Citi- 
zens, an anti-nuclear power 
group. 
Applications for 1986-87 officers 
will be available: 
Monday, September 15,1986— 
Friday September 19,1986 
in the following locations: 
Black Student Union Office (408 Student Services) 
Ethnic Studies Office (117 Shafzel Hal) 
Minority Affairs Office (424 Student Services) 
Minority Student Activities and Programs Office 
(3" floor University Union) 
"Together We Can Make It Work" 
Meadowview   Courts 
Apartments 
Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Year 
Furnished efficiency 
$225.00 
Landlord pays gas heat, 
shared electric 
Efficiency 
$200 / mo. 
Landlord pays gas, 
shared electric 
Two bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
plus gas & electric 
Two bdrm. unfurnished 
$265.00 
plus gas & electric 
All residents have the privilege of using 
The Cherrywood Health Spa located at 
8* and High St. 
352-1195        214 Napoleon Rd. 
' "W'/V.'ii,jr^ $0*6* 
SUNDAY 14*T06A PARTY 
* RELIEF PITCHER 
NIGHT 
* DOORS OPEN 
7:00 
* COVER 2.00 .«• IV 
RUSH HOUR PRICES 
UNTIL 9:00 
THE FUNDRINKERY 
382-1876 Glenbyrne Center 
« 
SUNDAY ONLY -19 and Over 
Get a pair\f AnWnTan Hydron soft contact tenses *md a 
pait of tinted ones all at one low pricel 
*8988 
One day service for most prescriptions. 
roil must be completely satisfied or 
we wV return your money. 
Of/or expires Saplamter '5 'S 
Professional lee* and car* * " 
Specuihjad lories lor ***Q brlymon 
Burlington optical 
Toledo Toledo Bowing Green 
1955 S. Reynolds    3153 W. Syh/ania     Stadium Plaza 
382-2020      472-1113        352-2533 
Glenn denying 
FEC loan probe, 
Kindness says 
WASHINGTON (AP)- 
Rep. Thomas Kindness, R- 
Ohio, yesterday accused Sen. 
John Glenn, D-Ohio, of deny- 
ing that the Federal Election 
Commission was investigat- 
ing bank loans to his presi- 
dential campaign when Glenn 
had been Informed of the 
probe in May 1964. 
Glenn and four Ohio banks 
were named in a civil lawsuit 
filed Wednesday by the FEC 
alleging violations of federal 
election law in the funding of 
Glenn's unsuccessful 1984 bid 
for the Democratic nomi- 
nation. 
In documents filed in the 
suit, the FEC said Glenn and 
the four Ohio banks were noti- 
fied May 9, 1964, that the 
commission had found "rea- 
son to believe" the law had 
been violated. Following an 
investigation, the FEC in- 
formed Glenn on June 10, 
1986, that it had found "proba- 
ble cause to believe" that 
violations had occurred. 
"It's unfortunate that dur- 
ing a period of over two 
years, Senator Glenn was de- 
nying that there was any FEC 
action, that there was an in- 
vestigation going on," Kind- 
ness, Glenn's Republican 
opponent, said at a news con- 
ference. "I think the question 
of integrity is certainly raised 
by what occurred over that 
period of time." 
GLENN SAID in a 
statement that the people of 
Ohio know he has lived his 
entire life honestly and above 
board and that he is sorry his 
Republican opponent is ques- 
tioning his integrity for politi- 
cal reasons. 
"If there was any previous 
misunderstanding about how 
long the FEC has been 'inves- 
tigating' the committee's 
loans, it was only because I 
was unaware until recently 
that the FEC proceedings had 
reached the point that consti- 
tuted a formal investigation," 
Glenn said. "But that misun- 
derstanding is hardly a major 
issue in this campaign." 
The suit stems from loans 
of S500.000 apiece to Glenn 
from Ameritrust, Bank One. 
BancOhio National Bank and 
Huntington National Bank. 
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• — Is your Faith Journey leading 
*** you   towards   the   Catholic 
"~~~~- ——> Church? 
,' 
—Areyou interested in a deeper 
understanding of your faith? 
— What do Catholics believe? 
> f RCIA classes start at St. Thomas More on September 22. 
call 352-7555 for more information. £. 
PHI KAPPA PSI 
BATHTUB RACE 
HAPPYAHOURS 
UPTOWN 
FRIDAY        SEPT. 12 
FM-104 
LIVE REMOTE 
WITH 
BOB AND BRIAN 
FREE GIVE-AWAYS 
LITTLE KINGS SPECIALS 
'DON'T MISS THE EXCITEMENT 
PHI KAPPA PSI 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
BATHTUB RACE 
V 
PEREGRINE POND 
(BETWEEN HARSHMAN AND KREISCHER DORMS) 
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Gophers' QB reinstated 
BG must stop Foggie to beat Minnesota 
by Tom Reed 
sports editor 
The "Foggie" situation which 
had hung over the University of 
Minnesota football program has 
cleared. 
Last night, the NCCA re- 
instated the Golden Gophers' 
star quarterback Rickey Foggie 
and backup linebacker Dan Pol- 
lard after listening to their ap- 
peals. 
Both players will be eligible to 
participate in tomorrow night's 
game against Bowling Green at 
the Hubert Humphrey Met- 
rodome in Minneapolis. 
TUESDAY, THE NCAA de- 
clared Foggie and Pollard indef- 
initely ineligible because the 
UM Athletic Department sup- 
plied them with airplane tickets 
more than a year ago. 
Spokesmen at UM said the ticket 
fiurchases were a short-term 
nan. 
Both athletes later reinbursed 
the school. 
UM Athletic Director Paul 
Giel said the NCAA Appeals 
Board was, "very impressed 
with the comments given by 
both young men." 
Foggie, Minnesota's two-time 
MVP, expressed his relief after 
hearing last night's decision. 
"I was very nervous and 
scared," Foggie said. "But I 
knew (Minnesota) coach John 
Gutekunst and the university 
were behind me." 
The valuable junior signalcal- 
ler led the team in both rushing 
and passing categories last sea- 
son. He also guided the Gophers 
a 20-13 win over Clemson in the 
Independence Bowl. 
Though Foggie could've been 
suspended forthe entire season, 
BG Coach Moe Ankney figured 
the multi-talented quarterback 
would play tomorrow. 
"The more I heard about it, 
the more I believed those play- 
ers would be reinstated," Ank- 
ney said last night. I don't 
think it will affectthe team very 
much." 
* * * 
Throughout the week, the Fal- 
cons prepared as if the Foggie 
incident never occurred. 
BG players believe the key to 
upsetting the Gophers is con- 
taining the quarterback in their 
option-oriented offense. 
While mostpeople hate to see 
it roll in, the Falcons fear letting 
this "Fog" roll out. 
"We cant let Foggie get out 
side because that's when he's 
really dangerous," safety Dean 
Bryson said. "He's an excellent 
runner and can burn you deep 
with a pass." 
Because BG doesn't play 
many teams which utilize the 
option, Bryson added it has 
taken a major readjustment to 
prepare for the Gophers. 
"You have to think totally 
different when you're playing a 
team which runs the option," he 
said. "When you see the quar- 
terback roll out you're thinking, 
'he's gonna run.' Then all of a 
sudden he throws the ball. He 
can make you look stupid." 
Meanwhile, Big Ten teams 
have had a history of making the 
Mid-American Conference look 
pretty silly. In head-to-head 
competition, the Big Ten owns a 
decisive 64-17 advantage. 
However, many of the Falcons 
believe they have a two-fold 
advantage entering tomorrow 
night's matchup. First, this will 
be Minnesota's first game of the 
a See Football, page 7. 
BG tourney 
ready to start 
by Jeff McSherry 
sports reporter 
Youngsters' sports heroes 
such as Walter Payton, Larry 
Bird and Pete Rose come to 
life instantly with just a flick 
of the television switch. But 
for a young soccer fan, it's not 
that easy. 
With virtually no TV soccer 
coverage, many great ath- 
letes in this sport are invisible 
to American youth. 
This weekend, however, 
area soccer enthusiasts will 
be treated to the Toledo 
Trust/BGSU Soccer Cup. The 
two-day tournament at 
Mickey Cochrane Field will 
not only provide Division I 
iUon, but will also host 
an eight-team youth field. 
neat thing about this 
tournament is that it ties 
youth soccer with collegiate 
soccer," Bowling Green 
coach Gary Palmisano said. 
"Kids don't get a chance to 
see soccer on TV. 
"The best part of merging 
the two (college and youth 
soccer) is to give youth a 
model. It shows them what 
they have to do if they want to 
play collegiate soccer." 
Eight boys teams, ages 12 
and under, will begin play 
tomorrow morning at 9 and 11 
a.m. with the last match at 6 
em. The championship will 
i at 11 a.m. Sunday. 
COLLEGE ACTION also 
begins tomorrow with Ohio 
State taking on West Virginia 
at 1:00 p.m. The BG-North- 
western matchup will follow 
at 3:00 p.m.. Sunday's games 
will pit Big-Ten rivals OSU 
and NU against one another 
at 1:00 p.m., followed by the 
BG-WVU game at 3:00 p.m.. 
After finishing second in 
the inaugural Soccer Cup, one 
might assume the host school 
scheduled "a more favorable 
tournament field." But there 
will be no patsy party for BG. 
D See Soccer, page 7. 
LET'S GET ACQUAINTED 
IF YOU LIKE GOOD MUSIC, COME OVER AND SEE US 
BOWI.INC GREEN'S C AK I RIDGE CENTER 
STOCK UP ON TDK 
&TDK 
KEEP YOUR 
ROOMMATES HAPPY 
33 
SA-C90$1.99Ea. 
Lifetime    over-the- 
counter 
Exchange 
Jt 
L0rMgM 
OrJHRMily 
SST-5 
Comfortable 
$38.95 
IS YOUR STYLUS WORM OUT? 
HART AUDIO CAN 
SOLVE THE PROBLEM 
ME 75P CARTRIDGE 
$39 95 WE INSTALL 
and CALIBRATE 
IF YOU NEED CAR SPEAKERS, CHECK 
OUT OUR SELECTION... 
PIONEER TS-6930 KENWOOD 
60 WATT 
PIONEER 
CONF 
MEI 
6X9 
BAB 
$49.95 
KENWOOD 
AM/FM DIGITAL CASSETTE 
EXCELLENT 
FM 
RECEPTION 
KRC—2000 
AUTO REVERSE 
$199.95 
A LITTLE MORE EXPENSIVE BUT WELL 
WORTH IT. THIS DECK FEATURES CLOCK, 
MEMORY, BASS/TREBLE CONTROLS   and   FADER. 
FROM SMALL BOOKSHELF TO GIANT FRAT 
PARTY SPEAKERS, WE HAVE SOMETHING 
=" FOR YOU IN T ■'"-H 
\i^=, 
AMERICAN ACOUSTIC 
A-123 12" WOOFER 
3 WAY SYSTEM 
80 WATTS POWER 
$149.95 PAIR 10 YEAR WARRANTY 
NOWS YOUR CHANCE TO BUILD YOUR 
TAPE COLLECTION! 
HITACHI DUBBING CASSETTE 
$129.95 
COMPLETE WITH CABLES ANI 
A 1 YEAR GUARANTEE 
PARSEC 
ANTENNA 
LEFT YOUR $70 
FM TONER AT HOME? 
THIS PARSEC INDOOR 
FM ANTENNA SHOULD 
SOLVE YOUR RECEPTION 
PROBLEMS. LOOKS GOOD 
TOO! BUILT—IN 25LB. 
AMPLIFIER 
$69.95 
THE HIGH END 
FOR THOSE WHO WANT THE BEST. VISIT 
HART AUDIO'S BACK ROOM FOR LINES LIKE 
CARVER   THESE jamo 
Scientific Audio Electronic!. Inc 
GENESIS Ohm 
HART AUDIO IS YOUR SOURCE FOR 
PORTABLE MUSIC 
Panasonic 
RX-1924     AWFM 
CASSETTE 
WITH 
HEADPHONE 
$39.95 TRC-922 -IF YOU 
UKE A BIG 
SOUND! $139 95 
NEED MORE CAR STEREO POWER? 
SEE OUR SELECTION OF AMPS, EQS, 
AND BOOSTERS 
MEI ED—850 
4 SPEAKER 
INPUT SENSITIVITY 
CONTROL 80 WATTS 
7 BAND ELECTRONIC 
EQUALIZER $89.95 
JOIN THE DIGITAL REVOLUTION 
IF YOU DONT OWN A DISC PLAYER 
NOWS YOUR CHANCE 
rMK CD—44Q FULLY PROGRAMMABLE 
REPEAT, 
D-B PHRASE REPEAT 
DIGITAL READOUT 
SAFETY JAM—PROOF DOOR 
$149.95 
PHYSICS LESSON 101 
THE SHORTEST DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO 
POINTS IS A STRAGHT LINE 
GO LINEAR 
FULLY AUTOMATIC 
REPEAT 
REMOTE CUEING 
AND SEARCH 
DIRECT DRIVE TOO! PL-25FB $189.95 
WE HAVE IN—HOUSE CAR STEREO 
INSTALLATION BY QUALIFIED INSTALLERS 
AT VERY REASONABLE RATES, COME 
IN AND SEE US! 
WE GLADLY TAKE TRADES ON ANY NAME BRAND 
STEREO EQUIPMENT 
WE ALSO HAVE A GOOD SELECTION OF USED STEREO EQUIPMENT 
AT GOOD PRICES AND WITH A 30 DAY WARRANTY TOO! 
\   / 
WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL WE OFFER LOANERS 
OM ANY EQUIPMENT BOUGHT FROM US THAT 
NEEDS REPAIR FREE SPEAKER CABLE WHEN YOU 
BUY SPEAKERS FROM US FREE DELIVERY ON ANY 
HOME STEREO SYSTEM SOLD 
Hart Audio 
THE COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 
ft Audio Works 
BANK CARDS WELCOME 
FREE LAYAWAY WITH ONLY 10% DOWN 
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH WITH QUAUFIED CREDIT 
OPEN 
10:00 AM-7:00 PM MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 
FROM 10:00 AM UNTIL 5:00 PM SATURDAY 
248 SOUTH MAIN DOWNTOWN B.G. 
PHONE: 352-3595 
-. 
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Soccer 
a Continued from page 6. 
"Northwestern comes in with 
the best record (10-7-3) from last 
year," he said. "But the teams 
are basically the same with 
mostly freshman and sopho- 
mores on their rosters. 
"But the teams are basically 
the same with mostly freshman 
and sophomores on their ros- 
ters. 
"With all four teams being 
fairly equal, and if the weather 
cooperates, it will be a great 
weekend for soccer." 
The Wildcat and Mountain- 
eers open their seasons here 
while the Falcons enter this 
weekend 2-0-1, ranked fourth in 
the Great Lakes Region. The 
Buckeyes are 3-0. 
BG. with its early season suc- 
cess, has not slacked off in prac- 
tice - especially this week. 
"The Soccer Cup is one of the 
highlights of our season," Palm- 
isano said. 
One area the Falcons have 
been working on is offense, or 
rather, the lack of it. BG has 
scored a mere three goals thus 
far. 
"The first few days of practice 
this week we stressed offense in 
hopes of producing more goals," 
he said. The first three games, 
it was defense that won the 
games for us." 
WITH FALCON senior co-cap- 
tain Gary Mexicotte listed as 
"very questionable" after a 
hamstring pull in last week's 
Louisville win, sophomore Tom 
Kasten will, in all likelihood, be 
playing forward. 
"It hurts us a little depth-wise 
not having Gary in the lineup," 
Palmisano said. "But Tom is a 
very capable player and will 
play accordingly.'' 
Kasten, however, will not be 
the only new face to see action in 
the coming weeks. 
"Our younger players have 
tasted a little success," Palmi- 
sano said. "They've had a 
chance to learn and observe, 
which has been a very comfort- 
able environment for them to 
start out in. 
"Last year, we were playing 
freshman immediately which 
was like feeding them to the 
wolves." 
With all of the "younger" 
players competing this week- 
end, the words youth soccer 
seem more than apppropriate as 
a theme for this year's Soccer 
Cup. 
Bills' Kelly poses problems 
CINCINNATI (AP) - The 
addition of standout quar- 
terback Jim Kelly to the of- 
fense of the Buffalo Bills 
poses a stiffer challenge to 
the winless Cincinnati Beng- 
als when the teams play Sun- 
day, Bengals Coach Sam 
Wyche says. 
In fact, Wyche is of the 
opinion that Buffalo is more 
potent offensively than the 
Kansas City Chiefs, who 
knocked off the Bengals 24-14 
in the season opener Sunday 
behind Chiefs quarterback 
Todd Blackledge. 
"There's no question they 
have a better offense than 
Kansas City. And the defense 
is comparable," Wyche said, 
as he prepared the Bengals 
for Sunday's home opener. 
But,   Buffalo   has   other 
eroblems. Despite the addi- 
on of Kelly, a former United 
States Football League 
standout who passed for 
three touchdowns in Buffa- 
lo's 28-24 loss last week to the 
New York Jets, the Bills 
have lost their last 17 road 
games and have posted 2-14 
records the past two seasons. 
SUNDAY'S GAME is cru- 
cial for the Bengals if they 
hope to avoid the possibilities 
of repeating the dismal open- 
ing month which has plagued 
the team the past three 
years. After Sunday, the 
Bengals are on the road to 
play Cleveland before re- 
turning home to face the Su- 
per Bowl champion Chicago 
Bears on Sept. 28. 
On sate at Kmko's: 
S KODAK 
FLOPPY DISKS 
$1.00    $1.20 
5V.|/« S'.ds 
$1.80    $2.30 
'., micro as       '/, micro di 
Alto sold in 10-packs 
PRINT SALE 
Monday, Sept. 15 - Friday, Sept. 19 
in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
10:00 AM - 6:00 PM 
Art & Pictures that Beautify Every Room 
WELCOME BACK 1986-87 
POMMERETTES!! 
Captain: Sherri Confer 
Co-Captain: Trish McCoy 
Line Officers: Barb Seeger 
Lisa Roach 
Celina Chatman 
Michele Clary 
Kim Galbraith 
Darla Haines 
Gina Jalovec 
Kelly Kill 
Rachelle Kristof 
Margot McClellan 
Donna McKee 
Tammie Meyer 
Diane Nilges 
Mimi Richards 
Tracy Rowe 
Joelle Ruby 
Brennan not upset 
BEREA (AP) - Cleveland 
Browns' wide receiver Brian 
Brennan conducted a clinic in 
the regular-season opener 
against the Chicago Bears, but 
be says he won't be upset if 
Canadian import Terry Greer 
starts ahead of him Sunday. 
"I'd like to think I'm a little 
too mature to be on an ego trip 
about starting." Brennan said. 
"Those are decisions I can't 
worry about. I can't control 
them, so why worry about 
them?" 
GREER AND rookie Webster 
Slaughter started ahead of Bren- 
nan in last Sunday's game 
against the National Football 
League's defending champions 
after Brennan had a less than 
brilliant preseason camp. 
But in Chicago it was Brennan 
who proved to be the star as he 
had five catches for 71 yards. 
One was a leaping, 20-yard 
catch over the middle on third 
and 7, a catch that kept alive the 
Browns' first scoring drive. The 
other was a 15-yard touchdown 
catch on a play in which tight 
end Harry Holt cleared out the 
zone and Brennan bolted into the 
open space for a quick six. 
"They told me they played 
some of the younger receivers to 
get a better look at them in the 
pre-season games, which is how 
it is every year," said Brennan. 
"So I don't think I have anything 
to prove. I'd like to think I'm an 
established fellow. In this 
league, though, you have to 
prove yourself week in and week 
out." 
This Sunday in Houston, Bren- 
nan will play an important role 
even if he doesn't start. 
The Browns will attempt to 
counteract the Oilers' blitz with 
Football  
D Continued from page 6. 
season. Thus, the Gophers will 
probably experience some open- 
ing day litters. 
Secondly, Minnesota may be 
looking past BG to its contest 
next weekend with top-ranked 
Oklahoma. 
"I'm sure they are thinking 
about Oklahoma," linebacker 
Paul Schweitzer said. "This 
could really help us." 
Ironically, this big non-confer- 
ence game comes exactly a year 
after BG stunned Kentucky. 
Like Minnesota, the Wildcats 
were playing their season 
opener, while the Falcons al- 
ready had a under their wing. 
Neither Kentucky or Minne- 
sota seem to have any idea 
where BG is located. In fact, the 
Gophers' promotion office slo- 
gan for Saturday's game reads: 
"Yes Minnnesota there is a 
Bowling Green." 
Be an exchange student. 
their 3-receiver formation in 
which Brennan is vitally impor- 
tant. Moreso than the other rer 
ceivers, Brennan is adept at 
making the necessary adjust: 
ment in his route before the 
quarterback gets his helmet 
knocked off by the blitz. 
Brennan, 5-foot-9,178 pounds, 
has consciously patterned him- 
self in this regard after Steve 
Urgent, the star receiver from 
Seattle many say is bound for 
the Pro Football Hall of Fame. 
Largent's speed and 5-f oot-11, 
191-pound frame are not impos- 
ing. Yet he has caught a pass in 
124 games in a row, three games 
short of Harold Carmicnael's 
all-time record. 
"Every year when we get 
Seattle's film, I watch their of- 
fense and I watch him," said the 
24-year-old Brennan said. "He's 
smart. He doesn't have the 
speed to flat out beat people." 
Make Up Your 
OWN Mind 
About Religion! 
Thomas Jefferson 
Society 
(Unitarian) 
Student Court Room 
Sept, 15, 6-8 p.m. 
AIM AIM AIM AIM AIMAIM AIM AIM AIM AIM AIM AIM AIM AIM AIM AIM AIM AIM AI^ 
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The Sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta would 
like to Congratulate their Fall Initiates 
Shelly Slater Nicky Isham 
Mary Alice Healy     Michelle Riggins 
Leigh Spaeth Terri Mirkin 
Joan Mickens 
The Best 
Entertainment Value 
in Town  
BGSC1 Theatre Pass 
GET INTO THE SWING OF THINGS WITH THE ALL NEW B.G.S.CJ. 
THEATRE PASS! THE THEATRE PASS PROVIDES ITS OWNERS WITH 
ADMISSION TO ALL UNIVERSTIY THEATRE PRODUCTIONS FOR THE 
1986-87 THEATRE SEASON. THE PASS WILL LET YOG SEE: 
PLAYBOY OF THE WESTERN WORLD    OCT.2-4, 9-11 
THE ME NOBODY KNOWS 
WAITING FOR GODOT 
BEYOND THERAPY 
H.M.S. PINAFORE 
EVERYMAN 
THE FOREIGNER 
KENNEDY'S CHILDREN 
TALLEY'S FOLLY 
ASHIPATTLE & THE GIANT SEA 
SERPENT and DOORS 
NO EXIT 
OTHELLO 
Theatre Pass Prices 
Adult $20 
Student $10 
Senior Citizens       $10 
OCT. 15-18 
OCT. 29-NOV. 1 
NOV. 12-15 
NOV. 20-22, DEC. 4-6 
FEB. 11-14 
FEB. 19-21, 26-28 
MARCH 4-7 
MARCH 11-14 
APRIL 3 & 4 
APRIL 8-11 
APRIL 16-18, 23-25 
NAME  
ADDRESS. 
CITY  
Payment is enclosed. MAIL TO: 
BGSCI Theatre Department 
322 South Hall 
Bowling Green State University 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0236 
or call 372-2222 
for details 
STATE. 
ZIP  
PHONE. 
Please send me 
( Adult) 
( Student) 
( Senior) 
Theatre Passes. 
$20 $  
$10 ♦  
$10 $  
TOTAL 
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS LOST & FOUND 
'INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS" 
ASSOCIATION 
FIRST informational masting Tuesdey, 
Sewlembor 18. 7.30 p.m. Assembly Room 
?12 McFM Center Ooesl Speaker Or Ehrrwr 
Lotshew. Speaking on Merketlng Research 
•or a Foreign Country. Al majors are welcome' 
"The World ol Dura.a rs our Busmeas' 
CAMERA LOST SUNOAY 9-7 88 AT JEANIE" 
MACHME ON S MAM ST I ONLY REALLY 
WANT THE FILM PLEASE CALL 362 0375. 
NO NAME NEEDED 
Reward lor 2 nnga taken from Otfenhauor 
Eaet-etti door reetroom Wednesday mphu. 
August ?7   Please cai 372 6316 
ATTENTION ELEMENTARY ED MAJORS AND 
ELEMENTARY ED SPECIAL ED DUAL AND 
TRIPLE MAJORS" F«ial day to apply lor Spring. 
1987 MEP Thursday September 18 Appsce 
•on forma are an enable m Room 529 Ed BWg 
DONT FORGET" 
RIDES 
E"G News meeting for volunteers-writers and 
photographers -every Sunday. 8 pm . 210 
West Hall For further information call 
372-261)3.  
Bowhng Green 5 A I OK Road Race Sunday. 
Sepl 21.9 00 am ,BQ City Park Entry blanks 
at local banks 
Friday rarjtrt Sabbath Services sponsorod Oi 
Jewish Students Group Faculty Lounge m the 
Union 6 00 pm For info can Bruce Koftter 
354 8420 
Jewish   Students-Do   you   know   about    the 
Jewish Students Group? Be on our maieng bat 
Contact   Bruce   Kofttor.   Psychology   Dept . 
| 354-8420 
t World Student Association la accepting appaca- 
I ions lor the Board poarhon ol Secretary Pick 
f up appBCabJona at 403 South Hat by Wednes- 
day. Sept   17 
•CHICAGO BOUND- 
IF   YOU  ARE  GOING  TO CHICAGO  THIS 
WEEKEND 119-21). PLEASE CALL LISA AT 
2 2571   WILL SHARE EXPENSES 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Foots typing now accepting Imited number ol 
customers Superior Quality special services 
Cal tot free 669 2579 lor more information 
Ruffle's Sewing Alterations a hemming New 
skirts a dresses Letters sewn on Garments 
must be dean 352-7268 
PERSONALS 
ATTENTION FINANCE AN0 BUSINESS 
STUDENTS: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
ASSOCIATION MEETING TUESDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 16 IN 100 BA. FMA CAN GIVE 
YOU THE COMPETITIVE EDGE YOU NEED. 
I DON'T MISS IT. QUESTIONS: CALL MARK AT 
172 1443 
; COllEOE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
| Pfease furnish the Office of the Dean (371 BA) 
with the name ol your Dean's Advisory Council 
representative by Monday. September 15 
A NEW YEAR. A NEW BEGINNING 
COME JO* OMEGA PHI ALPHA 
NATIONAL SERVICE SORORITY 
SUN . SEPT   14. 8 30. 100 BA 
OR WED. SEPT  17.8 30. 100 BA 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA   PHI KAPPA PSI 
BATHTUB RACES SATURDAY AT 12:00 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
PHI KAPPA PSI 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
PHI KAPPA PSI 
NEED VOLUNTEER HOURS? 
ADOPT  A  GRANDPARENTi   FOR   DETAILS 
CALL ELLEN 352 2263 OR TERRI 353 0475 
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS. INC.. A PRO- 
FESSIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR ALL COM- 
MUNICATION MAJORS. WILL HOLD AN 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING FOR PAST AND 
NEW MEMBERS ON MONDAY. SEPT. IS AT 
. i-30 P.M IN FOUNDER'S GOLD LOUNGE. 
. THE YEAR'S PLANNED ACTIVITIES WILL BE 
: DISCUSSED AND REFRESHMENTS SERVED. 
! OPEN TO ALL.  
Alpha Gamma Delta wiahee lo congratulate the 
new Pledge Class Officers   Good luck you 
guys, we're behind you afl Vw way 
AMA Membership Drive 
Sign-up thru Sept 28 
9 30 10 4 00 in the BA Lobby 
ATTN   PHI DELTS BATHTUB RACERS 
Across the pond you wB go 
to win the race 2 yrs m a fowl 
Love, Your Alpha Chi Coaches 
Kathleend Amy 
AX's. Get ready 'or a good time at the racee'1 
C'mon let's have some fun" AX Love and Mine 
Cindy 
Barb. Tuna. Amber. Tracy. Judi. Watstone. and 
everyone else who made my summer so 
special1 II never forget all our memories and 
the party wi continue this year' I love you guys* 
Love. Hooter 
Belated CONGRATULATIONS 
to Jennifer and Dan on their 
engagement 
Happiness to you Always1 
Love. Melissa 
BGSU KARATE 
FREE SELF DEFENSE WORKSHOP 
THURSDAY. SEPT 11.8 00 EPPLER MIDDLE 
BGSU KARATE 
EVERY TR 6 00 EPPLER MIDDLE 
CLASSES BEGIN SEPT   9 
On sale at Kmko'i: 
BKODAK 
FLOPPY DISKS 
$1.00    $1.20 
5. BB 5'.ol 
$1.80    $2.30 
'-> micro SB       '■> micro a ■ 
Alto told in 10-ptcks 
kinkcs 
113   RAILROAD   ST. 
(Behind  Dexter's) 
USER FRIENDLY. 
Uhrn vim nerd icipies ijuuklv and h-Lsslr-lmr. trr u> Jt 
kinko v Our srlf-st-mrr copier* -ire ten «'•*>» <<> use and %i\r 
MIU ihe (.real qualit.  inexpensive cnpie* .oil expeci 
kinko-s 
HOURS Great eopies-CruK people 
M-Tr   7:30-10:00 354-3977 
£   ^ioSleiSS "3   RAILROAD   ST. 
Sun   12:00-8:00 (Behind   Dexter's) 
i! 
CLUE u 
| CRUCIAL 
8    DBC 
Wednesday thru Saturday 
Sept. 10-3 
210 N. Main No Cover 
Bored with school? Uncertain about career 
da-acton? Want to know what the work world 
raw to otter? Come to the Co op information 
statHa on Monday. Sept 15 at 4.00 PM or 
Thursday. Sept IS al 10 00 AM m the Co-op 
Office. 238 Admmetrehon Butjng. 372-2451. 
CATCH THE WAVE-COOPERATIVE EDUCA- 
TION!! 
Brendan a John our Sig Ep Mud Tug coaches 
OK So. maybe we should've "taken our 
dofhea off to win Mud Tug!" But it rust goes to 
show you that "fun" doesn't have to mean 
"caaan'f Thanks tor the ■ warm-up " You guys 
an greet! Love. Your CM Omega Mud Tug 
Team: Judi. j*. Cindy. Pop Tertz. Sharl, a 
MKhses ^  
ChlOs 
Gco) kick with the bathtub race Let's paddle 
our wsy to victory Your Pti Pal coaches. Brad. 
Doug 1 Stave  
Cindy Sommer. 
I hope your 10th birthday is the happiest yet 
Love. Karen 
Cindy Wetaon and Gordon Green. 
Congratulations on your Ctv O Delt lavafcenng1 
You guys are both the greatest and I'm happy 
-for you! May H last lor a long time' Love, your St- 
Cmdy Watson s Gordon Green 
Congrekaaltona on your Chi Omega Delta Tau 
Delta  ■ireaanhgt   You  are  perfect   tor one 
another and I LOVE YOU BOTH'Judi 
COME JOIN THE FUN 
PHI PS-ALPHA CHI 
BATHTUB RACE SATURDAY   1 2 00 
Complete Hockey Pro Shop 
SI off any stick with S2 skate sherpemnga 
PurceTs Bike Shop. 352-6264 
CONGRATULATIONS DOMINIC ANO JENNY 
ON YOUR RECENT PINNING BEST OF LUCK. 
THE BROTHERS OF PI KAPPA PM 
Oungialuallluna Ruth and Andy on your Alpha 
Gemma Delta-PI Kappa Pal levakenng Love. 
me Slaters of AGO 
CONGRATULATIONS TODO AND KN8TKI ON 
YOUR RECENT LAVAUERING BEST OF 
LUCK. THE BROTHERS OF PI KAPPA PHI 
DIVE IN ON THE FUN 
ALPHA CHI-PHI PSI 
BATHTUB RACES 
English Darts i Darts 
Sign Up lor Dart L eegue 
PurceTs Bike Shop. 352 6264 
FM 104 LIVE 
AT UPTOWN FRIDAY 4-8 
PHI PSI HAPPY HOURS 
GOOD LUCK PHI DELT BATHTUB RACE 
TEAM! LETS MAKE IT A WIN TWO YEARS IN 
A ROW LOVE. YOUR AXO COACHES. AMY 
ANOKATWE   
GFIEG ALLEN Put your ZBT party gear on 
because your PI Phi Angel la gonna take you out 
longight Expect the unexpected'! Love ya' 
Sueart 
Groovey Records and Tapes 
425 E. Wooatar 
Behind Dairy Mart 
353-1222 
incense on sale lor 99 cents, beat price on 
blenk tapes' We buy used records VISA 1 MC 
Hey Pm Darts. DZ's and Phi Taua. 
Surfs Up! So grab your surf boards and get 
psyched tor a sphMhin' lea* See ys there The 
Kappas  
In al mat you do 
true BACCHUS la tor you. 
 Coming peck soon.  
INTRODUCING 
BROTHER RALPH' 
WHO IS HE? 
HE IS AN ATO. 
BUT WHICH ONE? 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA' 
Corvjratuketlora on turning  19   Hang on   It's 
atnoal Brno lor Hockey Love. Chria 
KELLEY BAKER 
I'M SO GLAD YOU'RE MY PLEDGE MOM 
THANKS SO MUCH FOR EVERYTHING 
DZ LOVE AND ESPECIALLY MINE, SUZ 
KaMN, 
JUST WANT TO TELL YOU THAT I LOVE YOU 
VERY MUCH HAPPY 2 YEAR ANNIVERSARY 
HON. THEY'VE BEEN THE BEST 2 YEARS OF 
MY I If i I CANT WATT FOR THE WEEKEND' 
IT'S GOING TO BE GREAT' LOVE. STEPHANIE 
KIMI. LAURA, BETH. 
I HOPE YOU HAVE A FANTASTIC WEEKEND 
GOOD  LUCK  AT   THE   BATHTUB   RACES 
THANKS    SO    MUCH    FOR    EVERYTHING 
LOVE, SUZP S PARTY FOR MEM 
LOOKING FOR FUN 
BE AT THE BATHTUB RACES 
SATURDAY AT 12 00 
Mike Bardrtdge 
We're almoat done! Keep amen and have a 
super birthday!! Love Ya. Cindy 
ATTENTION RA'S 
WE'RE HERE! WISHING YOU A FUN AND 
PROSPEROUS YEAR MAY ALL YOUR 
PLANS- TO PROMOTE THAT FAMILY CLAN 
COME TRUE' ANO REMEMBER WHEN 
THINGS GET TOUGH DONT BE BLUE' 
BECAUSE WE'LL BE NEAR JUST TO SHARE 
SOME HAPPINESS WITH YOU! LOVE. SS 
CTHATS SECRET STAFF TO YOU) 
MaKEFOOS. 
THANKS FOR A TERFdfX YEAR 
TOGETHER  I LOVE YOU. 
FOREVER YOURS. 
TER 
MIKE WHITAKER 
Would n be possible for ua to rearrange my 
mother's lumHure arwkrtJANNA 
Never Again Meeting 
Monday. Sept. 15. 1986 
7:00. 110 BA 
Al are welcome" 
Nicole Bosh- 
Happy 20th B-day. Kite' (one day late) I hope 
you enjoyed Tony Paco'sl I'm looking forward to 
another tun fled year. Be prepared- your b-day 
continues tonight! I Love You UtUel Judi 
PHI KAPPA PSI HAPPY HOURS 
FRIDAY. 4-B AT UPTOWN  
PLACE   PEREGRINE POND 
WHAT BATHTUB RACES 
WHO ALPHA CHI OMEGA-PHI KAPPA PSI 
WHY: PLACE TO BE 
REMEMBER FALL PLEDGES 
NMPC ELECTIONS 
MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 16 
7 30. 111 BA BUILDING 
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 13. 7 30 P M 
FALCON FOOTBALL 
wltn 
JIMSZOKE 
and 
TIM PIAI 
88 1 FM WBGU-AM 880 WFAL 
Saturday BO a) Mnneeota 
Pre-game 7 30. kickofl 8pm 
Jan Sir*, end Ten Plal 
AM BB0 WFAL A (8.1 FM WBGU 
SEE YOU AT THE PHI PSI HAPPY HOURS 
UPTOWN. FRIDAY. 4-8 P M 
Sorority and Fraternity feweiry avaHabie at 
Jeena N Trxnoa. 531 Ridge  
Stove and Thomas 
Your Alpha Delt dales are ready tor fun Out on 
the beech (?) with the sand and sun Hawaiian is 
the theme-It wB be great Hope you're excited' 
Cause we can't warll MJ and Lynn 
The ALPHA XI S 
are looking forward to partying with the DG'e. 
the SAE's and lha K Sig s this Friday! See ya 
then 
To Jeff and Tom 
2 choice guys" 
THANKS 
Luv, 
 Munchlun « Lee  
To my roomta. Law. Maryroee A Cindy. Gel 
ready for one fantastic. untorgattaBa senior 
year' We've mode rt thw far and we aren't dead 
yet! And don't worry i haven't forgotten you 
guys' I love you' Hooter 
To Our P*e Buds 
Thanks tor the great time In Menslield  Lei's do 
it again soon' GET DOWNIKltty   Kaia. Revs 
Skittles. A One 
WANT TO HAVE SOME FUN 
AXO BATHTUB RACES 
Sept   13. 12 00. Peregrine Pond 
Way lo Go O.S.E.A. Members" Greet turn 
out-160- 
WHAT A SURPRISE' IT IS HARD TO BEUEVE 
THAT FINALLY HAPPENED CONGRATULA- 
TIONS ERIN CURRAN AND TADD DAVIS ON 
YOUR KKQ-PHI KAPPA PSI LAVAUERING 
BEST WISHES IN THE FUTURE' LOVE YA. 
JUNE 
WHERE  UPTOWN 
WHAT HAPPY HOURS 
WHEN FRIDAY. 4-8 P.M. 
WHO PM KAPPA PSI 
WHO CARES ABOUT THE STAT CLUB? 
SHOW YOUR INTEREST SHOOT THE 
FIDGET' SHORTNESS ISNT BECOMING OF A 
LEADER LOOK AT WHAT HAPPENED TO 
NAPOLEON'  
WHO WILL Wlf, 
THE MM Ml 
12-PACK CHALLENGE??? 
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS. INC WILL 
HOLD AN ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING ON 
MON0AY, SEPT 16 AT 8 30 PM IN 
FOUNDER'S GOLD LOUNGE  OPEN TO All 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
Gel reedy tor that bathrub race again-we won 
spurt last year and we can do It againl!! 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
WOULD UKE TO THANK ALL OF ITS 
MEMBERS FOR CONTRIBUTING TO THE 
BEST RUSH EVERI WE LOVE OUR FAN- 
TASTIC PLEDOESI"  
Applications tor Orientation Board ere due lo- 
day by 8:00 pm In 405 Student Sorytooe. 
ATO-AX0 
Get ready tor an ATOmlc blowout sl the Dethtub 
race* on Seturday'love. your AX coaches 
ATTENTION ALL PI PHIS: 
Gat PSYCHED tor the Bathtub Race on Satur- 
day! Wear your letters and come wtth sprit lo 
the Phi Psi houae et 1 I   1 5 a m   SHARP'Our 
Pta Pai coaches are READY! 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGN. meeting 
Monday September 15TH 8:00 p.m. 
302 Hanna Hall 
Pre<!riminal and Criminal Justice 
Majors encouraged to attend 
Introductions and future plans will 
be discussed 
jt, \)ln&b LpiE&buUnian dnwich 
126 S. Church St. Phone: 352-5176 
Dr. J. Thomas Green 
Sunday Worship 10:00 Sunday School 11:00 
4 C,Mcitina ^tault J^undau  .\ knot J)*Siionii 
• Bible Study 
• Presentations — A Variety of Themes 
• Book   Study   -   SCREWTAPE   LET- 
TERS, Fun    book VW a message 
• Intriguing    Film    Series    on    LIFE'S 
CHANGES 
All Classes Will Experience a Series of "Peacemaking" 
ATTENTION FLU BATHTUB TEAet 
aaJt-A^KIaVOue, FOOD HEN IN A Tut 
QOFLMI 
lOVl.   YOU*   AXO   COACHES:   KENORA, 
DOLORES. tETHELLEH, LAURA, AND LYNN 
ATTENTION 
-STUDENT OROANIZATrONt- 
Ttw deadane lor the annual re-regatretion ol M 
student duba. groupa > oroarwatons la FRI- 
DAY. SEPTEMBER 12 II you haven t Weedy 
received the reg.trehon form, stop Dy 405 Stu- 
dent Services I pick one up Groups regalerlng 
after lha Oeodane wl NOT be Included In I ha 
Student OrganUa«o.a DUdCry  
Bethany Fotu 
ConorelUejoone on  pledging Pi  Phi!  You've 
been a greet  "rasa" eater lor 18 veers, now 
youl make a great PI Phi eator' Got excited lor 
a tun year! I Love Ya. Buddha' Carne 
SKI MAUREEN 
Happy Birthday lo you 
Happy Birthday to you 
you don't reaty know 
how much I mas you 
Hopefuty tras weekend 
II drink to you 
See you soon 
I LOVE YOU 
 ur Judie  
CATHY HEIN 
Conoretulettons on making the Falconettee 
•gain! I I'm aura It'll be an exciting sea ecu tar 
VOU. I'm ao proud of my "active" little! Gem- 
ma Phi tor. and mine. Oatfton. 
Cathy Hoeftel 
Congratulations on row DZ-ZST larallerlng 
lo Steve Howe. You two make a cule couple! 
Loea-Your Delta Zata Slaters 
Delta Tau OWN. lathhib Raceral 
Are vou ready tor Saturday? We eur. ar.ll 
Reel up end be ready to win! We're right 
behind you. and win be cheering you on to 
rtcloryl Love. Your Alpha Chi coaches 
Allison. Erin. Maureen, and laawdra. 
DZ Bathtub Race Team. 
Row, Row. Row your tub across the pond to 
victory! We're el cheering you on'I'Love- Your 
Delta Zeta Swlera 
Qeofl, Todd, Byron A Stem, 
Good Luck on Saturday' You guys wa great" 
We love our Lambda Chi Alpha bathtub teem' 
Love your coaches. Stacy a turn 
OO EX 00 EX 00 EX OO EX 
RUB A DUB DUB. 
4 SrGS IN A TUB. 
ACROSS THE POND YOU'LL 00, 
*    COACHED BY THE AXOS'l 
GOOD LUCK ON SAT AT THE RACES 
LOVE YOUR COACHES, 
MAE. KM. TRACI. KRIS. S CINDY 
00 EX 00 EX 00 EX 00 EX 
KAPPA DELTA ROWERS- 
LAURA. THERESA. BETH AND MONICA 
ROW ROW ROW YOUR TUB TO VICTORY" 
WE'RE WITH YOU ALL THE WAYII 
AOT 
Kathy Klepok 
CongratulationB on ptadgmg XO' We know we 
wl have e super year together because you we 
a wltt-woo roomie and friend We love you lots' 
Congrata'Your roomies 
LACROSSE 
ALL INTERESTED PLAYERS 
4 30 WEDNESDAY BEHIND B A 
OR CALL 353 8913 
iChl's: 
Oat psyched tor the Alpha Cm bathtub races" 
Hope to see you al there'AX Love. Kim a Stacy 
LOOK OUT SAE'S 
THE PHI MU'S ARE REAOY TO TAKE ON A 
RIDE OR TWO WITH YOUI 
CEOAR POINT ROADTRIP 
FALL'H 
MISSY MYERS 
You're Unsay tg> Thank God" 
Happy earthoay! Loire ya. Dab 
How Enperlence The 
1M7 Miss BOSU Scholarship Pageant 
Executive Poelttone Now Avaaebw 
AseodMe Producer 
AaaocwH Director 
Contestant Coordinator 
Aaa'l Conteatant Coordinator 
Secretary (credit available) 
Financial Director 
Ad Sale* Chairperson 
Applications now avweaole In 425 Student Ser 
vices Appacahons due Thur , Sept  16 
Order your O.S.E.A. "A Teacher 
With Claaa" sweat thirl now! 
10 Greet colors! While, cream, pr*. tt blue. 
yeaow. orange, green, gray, red, and tuehie 
(blue! S, M. L, XL Avaaabw wtth male or female 
teacher 813 lor members 818 for non- 
member. Pick up order lorma In 410 Ed. 
PI PHI BATHTUB RACE TEAM 
GET READY FOR A FANTASTIC WEEKEND 
. AS YOU PADDLE YOUR WAY TO VICTORY! 
LOVE. YOUR PHI PSI COACHES 
STEVE. MLL ANO MARK 
BUSH LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
DON'T PLEDGE US; JOIN US 
RUSH LAMtOA CM ALPHA 
DON'T PLEOOE US; JOIN US 
RUSH LAMBDA CHI A'.PHA 
DON'T PLEDGE US; Jf HN US 
RUSH LAMBDA CHI A .PHA 
DON'T PLEDGE US; JOIN US 
T.Opec: 
Roaaaare Red 
You've made me Blue. 
A new Me ia starting. 
So It's good-bye to you? 
"Tie. Warrior'' 
WANTED 
1 female roommate to shwo an wjartnwnl wRh 
2 8114 a month and ewctric   Cal 353 1707 
3 female roommatee looking lor a 4th at I 
Merry Apt . cal 353-4425 
Female non-smoking roommate needed to 
■Mr. apartment Close 10 campus Cal 
352-7598 
student to share houae with 5 girts. 
Vary dose lo campus CM 353-9309 
I am working on an article tor Mieceeeny and I 
would ave to twk lo married BO students bet 
•man 18 and 25 If you can rwtp. pteoee eel 
383-0834 
Want to buy used h/pewntar in good condreon 
CM 353-2923 
We need 1 meat roommate to move Into a 
houae dose to campus. ASAP. Vary oexpen 
erve wrlh two good ouys 353-7218 Darren or 
Dave 
HELP WANTED 
Babyaltler tor two boys agee 7 and 8 
7.18-8:30 am Monday-Friday 362-4288 
after 8 p.m. 
Metal RNs and LPN'e Are you reedy to atop 
back nto nursing? Stwl over In a caring environ- 
ment Wood County Nursing Horn, needs a tua- 
tm. LPN and a pert time RN CM 353-8411 
8-4:30 
Hosts, wwtreesee. barbacks needed Looking 
tor honest. anargMIc people lor fast paced 
Ugh energy night eta) Musi be 19 and over 
Apply In parson Tuse Sun after 7 30 p m et 
Henry J'e. 1532 S Byrne, Toledo 
Market Reawarch 
Several pert-time telephone kitervwwlng posi- 
tions a aaatli now Day. evening 8 weekend 
hours Good apasyig 8 pleas ant phone voice 
rwoaaaary No eelng Opportunities tor ad- 
vancement & pay mcreeeee n a comfortable, 
personates work environment Apply m person 
between 8 am 4 pm at 
NFO Research, me 
2700 Oregon Rd 
Uual oil 175) 
Northwood. OH 43819 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
GymnaatK--tumbBrtg matructo) needed lor 
Tuesday evenings Phone 352-1988 or 
352-8994 end Wave meeeege lor John 
ModMa Heeded-Piiass stop by the School ol 
Art Office. Room 118 Fine Arts BUg   See Car 
rol 
NOW   accepting   appacatlona    CruWetnee 
Reeort Hole*   Artnes   and Amusement Parka 
For more information and an apoacabon. writ. 
National Coeegwte Recreation Service. P O 
Box 8074, HBon Head Island S C  29938 
Part-time harretysel -hours flexible CM System 
Seven 352 8518 
Petition passer needed Ful or part time No 
door-to-door fundraisng Make up 10 $8 hour 
For kilo CM 265-4114 
Restaurant Heap Needed 
8 week rob opportunity It you have restaurant 
experience Toledo River Cruw. Lines haw 
openings lor waiters wsilresses and 
bartenders Season ends In November E. 
pertenced only CM personnel office at 
1-898 5031 
Skit people -entertainers Exceeanl experience 
for people with theatre or dance interests 
Outgoing pwsonMty and high energy we prere 
quarte quaahcabona Part time weekends Ap- 
ply In person at Henry j'a. 1532 S Byrne, after 
7 p.m Sun -Thus 
SPRING. SPRING SPRING" -Spring Is one ol 
the beat semesters to do a co-op' Come to one 
ol our information sessions on Monday, Sepl 
16 at 4.00 PM or on Thursday. Sepl IS al 
10 CIO AMU the Co-op Office 238 Admlmatra 
tion Building, to torn more about cooperative 
education and the special opportunities mat ex 
•I" For more mlormetton CM 372-2451 
SUNCHASE TOURS INC Is currently seeking 
Cempue Repreaentatrves lo promote Winter 
and Spring Break Ski & Beech Tripe Earn 
unkrnrtad commissions and FREE trips CM tol 
tree TODAY lor an application packet 
I 800-321-5911 
FOR SALE 
72 Impale wrlh cassette deck Good tranapor 
tahon Tom 363 1771 
'72 red VW bug 
need, brakes-more lor parts 
Beat otter  353-3352 
1972  Triumph   Spitfire convertible    $1400 
363-2902 
1974  Porsche 914  2 0 Litre   One owner 
Make otter CM 352-4238 after 4 p m 
1976 HONDA CB 360 
RUNS GREAT $325 
CALL 372-1048 
1976 Toyota Oaca. Rune wel Newds work on 
body and new muffler Make ofler 352-8034 
or 372-8332 
1979 AMC SPIRIT 
4-CYUNDER. 4-SPEED 
GOOD TRANSPORTATION 
$900. 354-8003 
1980 Honda Prelude, aun root. AM FM Caaa 
Greet mieege. rune excatant $4200 CM 
364-4008 
1984 APPLE HE COMPUTER RARELY USED 
HAS 2 DISK DRIVES. 80 COLUMN TEXT 
CARD. PRINTER CABLE. USER MANUALS 
AND SOME SOFTWARE CHEAP CALL DAN 
AT 353-2831 AFTER 9:30 P.M. 
20" Ladwa 3 speed Raleigh bfc. In mml con 
drtxxi $80 Luggage rack lor VW Buj $15 
CM 362-7814 altor 5 
80 RENAULT LE CAR RED SUNROOF 
STEREO SYSTEM. GOOD INTERIOR. VERY 
GOOD CONDITION- RUNS GREAT ASKING 
$1500 OR BEST OFFER CALL NICOS 
362-8473 
80 RENAULT 'LE CAR" Vary good condition 
Sunroof stereo system-good interior Asking 
$1500 CM 352-8473 
Apple II plus 64K. Green CRT. two oak drives 
Ask lor Bryan  $800 364-7733 
Bw  Leather exterior  Encetsnt condition  CM 
tor beet offer 354 7842. Naser 
Beta VCR $ 125 Negotleble Good condition 
Includes $100 Service Contract 372 1383 
FOR SALE 10-SPO $76. BICYCLE HELMET 
$20, MNT DOWN COAT $60. LR CHAIR $20. 
MAMIYASEKOR 35mm FOR PARTS $40 
352-4064 
Need better sound In your car? 
Uke to rap with truckers on the road?or fust 
catch radw traps before they catch you? CM 
Auto Electronics for the best deal n BO 
352-0701. aak lor Jay or leave message 
QUARTER SALE ITEMS ALL 25 CENTS OR IN 
26 CENT MULTIPLES 343 DERBY SATUR- 
DAY, SEPTEMBER 13TH, 10-8 RAIN DATE 
SEPT. 27 
SLEEPER SOFA AND MATCHER CHAIR ANO 
SWIVEL ROCKER t COFFEE TABLE $125 
WALL UNIT BOOK SHELVES $50 CALL 
353-2930 AFTE 6PM 352-2928 ASK FOR 
JEFF 
Sola and matching chair Oft white end rough 
ptod Exceesnt condition $250 for the ael CM 
Nency Heverateki. 352-5228 Ext 213 Day. 
299-3143 after 4 p.m 
Two purebreed Eskimo puppies 2 month, ok) 
CM Neeer. 364-7842 
FOR RENT 
1 female student lo lutjleaea Apt 30 n Haven 
House S136 tor 9 month lease Sept rent 
paid 363-2316, aak tor Jane 
Efficiency apartment and 1 bedroom apartment 
e'Mafias   now    Short   or   long   farm  an 
354 3182 or after 4pm 352-7385 
Need mato student to ft apartment new cam- 
pus Phone 362-7386 
One bedroom efficiency avaaabie rnm.dtol.ly 
$225 par month CM 284-1322 cotaot 
Went to subtoaae nice fumahod efflcancy? 
8226 t ahwed etoctncity CM Argy. mornings 
or everwigs after 9:30 p m (352-4235) 
CO-OP CORNER 
DESPERATE? Need a Chang, from school? 
Want work experience In your major before you 
graduese? Com. to the co-op information aee- 
alons on Monday. Sept 16 si 4:00 PM or 
Thursday Sepl 18 at 10 00 AM In Room 238 
Arjnw-tevaton Butdmg, lor more mtorma»on 
Earn . future wtwa you earn a degree 
Cooperative Education!!!! 372-2461 
ovne^~ 
Too Late 
For xmas? #%** it 
You bet. At least it will be too 
late to get your senior prints 
back in time to give as 
Christmas gifts. Unless you act 
now and schedule your portrait 
sitting for today or this next 
week you'll miss one of the best 
gift accompaniments there is: a 
senior portrait by Varden 
Studios of New York! 
Call 
The KEY office 
now 
at 372-8006. 
vi/f, 
**tf*" 
» 
Do it now! Don't be a Scrooge 
4 •|L'/> »•••»»••»•»•••»*••••• »* m*ji»'r 
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Contraceptives 
easily available 
no "trouble" 
by Meg Hanczrlk 
Friday Reporter 
The college year* ore considered 
the most Important years In a perton't 
lite. This li the time young people 
experiment and attempt to discover 
what they want out ol lite. With all their 
problems, the last thing they need to 
worry about Is an unwanted preg- 
nancy. 
Yet, some students do not use any 
form of birth control. They may be 
embarrassed to talk to their family 
doctor, or they may worry about pos- 
sible side effects of the various contra- 
ceptives. 
Students Interested In using birth 
control can go to the Student Hearth 
Center for help, said Tereslta Domini, 
a physician at the health center. 
The doctors at the health center will 
try to alleviate any fears people have 
about their bodies or birth control. 
Except for minors, doctors keep cases 
confidential. 
Patients are given a full physical 
exam and are counseled about 
which method of birth control would 
best surf them. The doctors explain 
how the contraceptives are used and 
answer any questions. 
The PHI, also known as an oral 
contraceptive. Is 99 percent effective 
and Is the most popular form of birth 
control used, Domini said. A woman 
choosing to take the Pill can get a 
prescription from a doctor. 
According to Domini, there are a 
number of benefits with using the pill: 
less risk of developing Iron deficiency 
anemia, ovarian cysts, rheumatoid 
arthritis, and menstrual pain. 
Along with the benefits, there are 
also risks. Three to four women out of 
every one million can develop a 
benign liver tumor. Pill users are more 
susceptible to high blood pressure 
have an Increased risk of getting 
cardiovascular diseases, Domini 
said. Although some users see an 
Increase in acne, most find that their 
complexion Improves. 
"A Guide to the Methods of Contra- 
ception." a pamphlet which can be 
obtained at the hearth center, de- 
scribed the following contraceptives. 
By using condoms, men can take 
responsibility for preventing an un- 
wanted pregnancy. The only ma|or 
problem with using the condom Is 
that H might break. Three to 36 preg- 
nancies occur for each 100 women 
whose partner uses a condom. The 
condom might help to prevent sex- 
ually transmitted diseases. If used with 
a cream, the condom could be as 
effective as the PHI. 
To use a diaphragm, a woman 
needs to be measured by a doctor. It 
used correctly, the diaphragm Is 97 
percent effective. 
This form of birth control doesn't 
effect the body's organs and might 
prevent sexually transmitted diseases. 
One possible risk Involved Is that the 
woman could get a urinary tract 
(bladder) Infection. 
Cream, suppositories, and aerosol 
Illustration by David Oraham 
foams are forms of vaginal sperml- 
cldes. Although these are effective 
when used alone, the cream Is more 
effective when used with the dia- 
phragm or condom. Four to 36 preg- 
nancies occur for every 100 users. 
Both men and women may experi- 
ence some Irritation from these sper- 
mlcldes. 
Doctors do not recommend the IUD 
Ontrauterlne Device). Some women 
who use the IUD develop an Infection 
In their tubes. Scarring from the Infec- 
tion causes a blockage In the tubes 
which prevents the woman from hav- 
ing a baby If she should want one In 
the future. 
MR. SPOT'S 
125 EAST COURT STREET 
BOWLING GREEN 
352-SPOT 
352-7768 
PHILADELPHIA STYLE STEAK SANDWICHES 
All Day Sunday Buckets of 50 Spot Wings are Only $7.75! 
AND 
If the Falcons Bury the Gophers 
The First 20 Buckets Ordered will get Free Mr. Spot  T-Shirts! 
If They Win You Win!" 
Spot's Picks of the Week 
Pro: College: 
<«i 
li ..m.-i:3o t.m. MON.-FRI. Philadelphia 
1 p.m.-l:30 a.m. SAT. 
1 p.m.-12:00 a.m. SUN. 
Tennessee WE DELIVER 
After 4 p.m. MON.-FRI. 
All Day SAT. & SUN. 
WMWW(MWWWWM'^MV<n«3KMS3tS3^^ 
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Debate goes on 
over sexy songs 
by Jim Azelvandre 
Friday reporter 
From the playful sexual metaphors 
ol Peter Gabriel's "Sledgehammer" to 
the defiant promiscuity ol Madonna's 
"Papa Don't Preach," contemporary 
rock 'n' roll Is upholding a thirty year 
tradition ot sexual Involvement and 
controversy. 
The lyrics, the music, and the pre- 
sentation ot rock 'n' roll has, since Its 
inception, created much dissent 
among the more refined and "moral- 
istic" members of the American pop- 
ulation. Older generations, various 
religions, and even politicians, have 
attempted to rid the nation of this 
"sexually blatant evil." In the past 
year or so, there has been a strong re- 
emergence ol this "ban rock 'n' roll" 
crusade. The only dllference Is that 
this time they are making consider- 
able headway. 
The latest group out to keep our 
morals (among other things) Intact Is a 
pack of mothers made up primarily of 
influential Senator's wives, calling 
themselves the Parents Music Re- 
source Center (PMRC). Alarmed by 
various actions ol their own children 
thai they perceived as "immoral," 
(PMRC president Pam Howar has 
been quoted as saying that one 
morning, while at the breakfast table, 
her daughter "was listening to the 
music, and I noticed this punk look 
about her") these women decided 
that It was time somebody put some 
limits on the rock 'n' roll industry. 
Using the age old argument oppos- 
ing rock 'n' roll's use of sex, and their 
husband's political power, the PMRC 
managed to 'persuade' the Record- 
ing Industry Association of America 
(RIAA) to place advisory labels on 
records with offensive lyrics. As of this 
past January, records containing sex- 
ually related lyrics must present the 
label "EXPLICIT LYRICS-PARENTAL AD- 
VISORY" on the album, or the cover 
must display the offensive lyrics. Cas- 
settes must contain this warning: "SEE 
LP FOR LYRICS". However, even this 
agreement falls far short ot the 
PMRC's eventual goal. That goal In- 
volves the rating ol record albums 
that exhibit a "destructive Influence" 
on children (citing such mainstream 
artists as Prince, Madonna, Cyndl 
Lauper, and Sheena Easton). The 
PMRC believes that such ratings will 
result In less promiscuous and more 
sexually moral American teenagers. 
In my personal opinion, It Is Mile to 
label or rate record albums since II Is 
completely Ignorant to believe that 
rock W roll music causes Sexual Per- 
versity. I have a large music collec- 
tion, consisting ol many diverse Rock 
artists, and, Indeed, quite a lew of 
them could be considered Immoral 
by some people. This Is all, very 
clearly, a question ol Individual taste 
and opinion. 
It should be noted, however, that I 
am not prowling around the BG cam- 
pus, libido out of control, due to the 
driving beat and explicit lyrics ol a 
"violent femmes" tune. 
Perhaps the following quotes along 
with the aforementioned actions of 
the PMRC will show you where I am 
coming from. 
"We aren't censors" — the PMRC. 
"Beware the savage law of 1964" — 
David Bowie. 
L. 
Sept. 11, 12, & 13 
8pm 
Kobacker Hall 
Moore Musical 
Arts Center 
For ticket Information 
call 372-8171 
Ticket Office Hours: 10:30-2:30 & 5-7 weekday* 
Evening of performance 10:30-8:30 
• 1 off with BG8C1 student ID 
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Teen pregnancy 
could be curbed by education 
by Dan Gelger 
Friday reporter 
The protesters held signs with 
slogans like "Stop Fornicating" 
and "Abortion Kills Babies." How- 
ever, the clinic they were protest- 
ing against had never performed a 
single abortion. 
All this furor was lor a clinic that 
dispensed contraceptives. The 
problem, at least tor the protesters, 
was that this clinic Is In a high 
school. 
This example Illustrates the grow- 
ing concern In the United States 
over the problem ol teenage preg- 
nancy. 
According to sociology proles- 
sor H. Theodore Groat, research 
has shown that when students have 
access to a school clinic, the num- 
ber of unwanted pregnancies 
among students there falls. 
"I believe we should begin set- 
ting up these clinics as early as 
junior high," Groat said. "We also 
need to begin teaching sex edu- 
cation In middle school so that 
these young people can learn the 
possible consequences ot being 
sexually active." 
Groat said the number of teen- 
age pregnancies has greatly In- 
creased In the past twenty years. 
"The chaperone system Is not used 
nearly as much and teenagers 
have a greater opportunity lor 
sex," he said. 
Another reason lor the Increase, 
according to Groat, is the sugges- 
tive rock videos, movies and tele- 
vision shows teenagers are 
exposed to everyday. 
"I think television needs to be 
more realistic about contracep- 
tion," he said. "With all the sex 
shown on It, you still never see any 
couples worrying about how they 
are going to prevent an unwanted 
pregnancy from occurring." 
In the near future. Groat hopes to 
be doing a comprehensive study 
on teenage pregnancy. Groat, 
along with colleague Peggy Gior- 
dano, have applied to the Na- 
tional Institute ol Health lor a 
research grant to study family Influ- 
ence on sexual behavior. 
The preliminary research lor that 
study has already been com- 
pleted. The subjects Included 97 
males and 100 females In the To- 
ledo area. Most ol them were un- 
married and they were all between 
the ages ol 17 and 19 years old. 
When asked II they had ever 
discussed ways ol preventing preg- 
nancy with their parents, two-thirds 
of them said that they never or 
almost never did. Of the sexually 
active subjects, more than hall ol 
them said they did not use contra- 
ceptives. 
Only 16 ol the subjects claimed 
they were virgins. The majority of 
those who claimed they were not 
said that they hod lost their virginity 
between the ages ol 13 and 15. 
Groat feels that statistics like 
these show that schools need state 
funding In the areas ol sex educa- 
tion, delivery ol contraceptives 
and counseling. 
^ KINGS 
•$? COMICS ^ 
Grand Opening 
Saturday, Sept. 13 
Special Guest Appearance 
between 1:00-3:00 p.m. 
from R.A.K. Graphics 
Bob Kraus and Rob Prior 
produced   gj^rf^ 
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Casual sex: 'no 
longer healthy' 
by Dove Skorupski 
Friday reporter 
Ifs shown In movies, portrayed In 
T.V. shows, talked about on radio 
programs and countless stories have 
been written In the newspapers 
across the U.S.A. We're talking about 
one-night stands. 
Diane Keaton is looking tor Mr. 
Goodbar, but what about students In 
Bowling Green? 
Look at the local watering-holes 
every weekend. 
It would seem that the bars are 
geared toward getting people closer 
together because ot their cramped, 
available spaces and limited seat- 
ing. 
This is not to say that you are going 
to meet someone, but the bars do 
make that chance tall Into your lavor. 
It (ond when) you do meet someone 
new. the next question is 'now what?'. 
In many instances the person you 
have just met will have had a couple 
ol drinks and their inhibitions are 
lowered. That Individual's libido Is 
probably running In overdrive and Is 
looking tor a "good lime." 
This brings us up to this week's 
question: "How do you teel about 
one-night stands?" 
Senior political science major P.M. 
Notar said he doesn't believe In one- 
night stands because they're not per- 
sonal enough tor him. 
"I like to have a little bit ot a 
relationship, nothing serious, but a 
little bit," Notar said. 
Sophomore (ournalslm major Terrl 
Ford does not believe a one night 
stand Is likely to lead to anything past 
the atlalr. 
"I'm rather against them, I think that 
they're not good to use to develop a 
relationship. They're so superficial," 
Ford said. 
Brlgette Byrd, a treshman business 
administration major, doesn't agree 
with one night stands either. 
"I don't like them because If you 
meet the guy that one night and sex 
goes on, and the next day you don't 
see him ... it wasn't meaningful. I 
think sex shouW be a meaningful 
experience, It shouldn't be: SEXI and 
go away," Byrd said. 
Jill Jackson, a sophomore business 
administration major said one-night 
stands dont'l work well unless there Is 
a mutual understanding that the ex- 
perience is only lor that night and 
nothing more. 
"Sometimes after one-night stands, 
being human, you have feelings and 
you could possibly care about some- 
one ... People's feelings tend to grow 
and expand, so It's hard to cut oft 
after just one night," Jackson said. 
Freshman business major Tracy Ar- 
nold said "I think they're alright for 
some people... but personally I 
wouldn't go for one-nights stands, at 
least not all the time, but if a person 
likes It, sure go lor It." 
Senior radlo-televlslon-fllm major 
Tom Clcerell is not against one night 
stands,   just   the   possible   conse- 
Frlday illustration by David Graham 
quences. 
"Do what you can get away with. 
and watch out for Aids," Clcerell said. 
Susan, a sophomore majoring In 
English and communications, agrees 
that there are risks Involved with one 
night stands. 
"With the bar scenes, it's easy to fall 
Into the one-night stand traps. It might 
be very dangerous as far as getting 
sexual diseases: you can get yourself 
into quite a few other messes, too." 
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Friday photos by Koran 
Campus Comments Interviews by KeHy Vaughn 
Campus Comment Question: What do you think about the alleged 
'Playboy' poll that rated B6SU as the second most sexually accessl - 
ble school in the country? 
John Q4««, junior education major 
from Shelby: I think It's pretty reasona- 
ble because I've seen It happen 
before. I have had friends come up 
and say they have a really good time. 
Lisa MtordtnelH, senior sports man- 
agement major from Euclid: I think It's 
pretty much true based on the atti- 
tudes students have around campus. 
Sex Is commonly accepted. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
***************************************** 
PHEASANT ROOM tff 
SUNDAY BUFFET     W% 
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\****************************************** 
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■■.-'...J       Mon-SaMO-10   Sun 10:30-8 
American Express   Phillips 76   Union 
VtSA 
Ken Ingard, sophomore chemistry 
major from Olmsted Falls: I think all 
schools are like that, but Ohio's got 
prettier women. 
Rich Schnlppel, junior IPCO major 
from Dayton: I think It's pretty easy too 
... depending on where you go and 
how aggressive you are. 
Don't Miss 
The 
Bargains 
in 
THE BG NEWS 
Fall 
Savings Edition 
Filled with coupons to 
Save You Money! 
• Monday, September 15 • 
Look for it at usual distribution 
points on and off Campus 
N • 214 West HaU-372-2601  r 
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Sexual diseases 
even here at BG 
by Kellev Rote 
Friday reporter 
Along with being sexually active 
comes responsibility. This not only 
means preventing an unwanted 
pregnancy, but also prevention ot 
the dreaded sexually transmitted 
diseases. 
Such diseases are nothing to 
make lokes about, because AIDS, 
herpes, chlamydla and other dis- 
eases can be painful, damaging 
to the body and even deadly. 
Everyone has heard the horror 
stories of AIDS victims. Fortunately, 
there Is not a single reported case 
In Wood County, according to Dr. 
Joshua Kaplan, medical director 
of Student Health Services. He 
added that although there are no 
cases reported on the Bowling 
Green campus, somebody still 
could be Infected with It. 
A person can be Infected with 
the AIDS virus without actually hav- 
ing disease. According to Kaplan, 
It can take up to five years for an 
infected person to get AIDS, and 
only 10 to 20 percent of these 
people get the lull-blown disease. 
"There are less than 30,000 cases 
In the United States, but it has been 
estimated that there are nearly a 
million people that are Infected 
with the virus," Kaplan added. 
Herpes Is another sexually trans- 
mitted disease but unlike AIDS, 
there are reported cases of It 
among University students, Kaplan 
said. He explained that the disease 
can cause a reoccurrlng, painful 
rash. Herpes not only affects the 
genital area but also can Infect 
Infants ol mothers with the disease. 
Kaplan said this disease has no 
cure, like AIDS, but drugs are used 
to reduce and shorten an attack. 
He also said that even though 
herpes is a sexually transmitted 
disease It can survive on a porce- 
lain surface. However, "It has never 
been established that anyone has 
been Infected that way." 
A relatively new disease, chla- 
mydla, has been appearing 
among students according to Kap- 
lan. Until recently, there have been 
no tests for It. Besides that, the 
disease may not produce symp- 
toms and may go undetected, 
Kaplan said. He added that the 
symptoms, which are genital dis- 
charge and pain, are the same as 
herpes. Chlamydla, Kaplan 
added, can also harm the Fallo- 
pian tubes of women and lead to 
sterility and complications In preg- 
nancies. 
So what about the popular gon- 
orrhea and syphilis? Good news 
concerning these diseases. Over 
the years, Kaplan said, syphilis has 
disappeared from the campus due 
to the use of penicillin, and gonor- 
rhea has been limited to "only 
maybe a dozen cases a year." 
Kaplan added, "The lifestyle of 
casual sex Is not healthy anymore. 
Having more than one partner Is 
dangerous." 
Gays hide lives 
LAGA offers support on campus 
by Dlanna L. Borsl 
Friday reporter 
"Sex Is something personal be- 
tween two people. What's important Is 
that there are two people In love," 
Tony said. 
That may sound easy, but lor Tony, 
a homosexual, it's not. 
"Even/time you say 'significant 
other' rather than girlfriend or turn 
down your stereo when playing 'Les- 
bian Concentrate,' It's frustrating," 
Ellen said. "It builds up and wears you 
down at the same time." 
Part of the constant tension requires 
the use of first names only due to 
strong reactions against homosex- 
uals. 
"There are problems that we all 
face," Ellen said. 
This comes from Insecurity, Brad 
sold. "People don't know what I feel, 
what makes me tick, they're afraid of 
it," Brad said. He explained It's like 
chemistry, fear from lack of under- 
standing. 
One step toward understanding 
homosexuality Is to consider every- 
day life. "You see a heterosexual 
couple walking down the street, arms 
around each other and It's cute," 
Dana said. For gay couples this natu- 
ral expressions of affection Is frowned 
upon. 
"It's drilled Into your head that It's 
one way and one way only," Brad 
said. Magazines, television, and the 
culture are geared toward heterosex- 
uallty. he said. 
This lack of role models can lead to 
problems lor homosexuals Identifying 
themselves. This Is a "coming out" 
process. A person acknowledges and 
becomes comfortable with an Identi- 
fication that has always been there 
but perhaps not recognized. 
"I've always been a lesbian, but it 
took a long time and a large process 
before I could apply that label to 
myself," Ellen said. 
People can misinterpret this com- 
ing out. "People think there Is a point 
In time when you become a homosex- 
ual, " Ellen said. "To believe that It's a 
process, something Intrinsic. Is un- 
comfortable for some people," Ellen 
explained. "It's something that's al- 
ways been there. It's nothing I can 
change," Alex confirmed. 
"Corning out of the closet," can 
cause problems for them. "People 
don't Judge you on the basis ot the 
person that you are, they discard all 
the good qualities that you are and 
focus on the fact that you are gay," 
Alex said. 
Support Is available tor the unln- 
formed as well as tor homosexuals. 
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance (LAGA), 
an on-campus organization, offers a 
variety of services. "LAGA Is not |ust for 
gays, It Is tor supporters and friends of 
gays," Ellen said. 
It Is also a support group. "II some- 
thing happens to me. I can go there, 
especially dealing with social pres- 
sures." Brad said. LAGA can be 
reached through Fact Line and The 
Link. 
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Top ten hits 
HOT SINGLES 
1."Stuck With You" Huey Lewis ft The 
News" (Chrysalis) 
2."Dancing on the Celling" Lionel 
Richie (Motown) 
3 "Friends and Lovers" Carl Ander- 
son ft Gloria Lorlng (Carrere) 
4"Take My Breath Away" Berlin 
(Columbia) 
5."Words Get In the Way" Miami 
Sound Machine (Epic) 
6."Walk This Way" Run-D.M.C. (Pro- 
file) 
7."Venus" Bananarama (London) 
8."Don't   Forget  Me"   Glow  Tiger 
(Manhattan) 
9."Dreamtlme" Daryl Hall (RCA) 
10."Baby Love" Reglna (Atlantic) 
TOP LP'S 
1.'"Top Gun" Soundtrack" (Colum- 
bla)-Platlnum (More than 1 million 
units sold.) 
2."True Blue" Madonna (Slre)-Platl- 
num 
3."Ralslng Hell" Run-D.M.C. (Proflle)- 
-Platlnum 
4."Back In the Hlghllfe" Steve Win- 
wood (lsland)-Gold (More than 500.- 
000 units sold) 
5."Danclng on the Celling" Lionel 
Richie (Motown) 
6."Eat 'Em and Smile" David Lee 
Roth (Warner Bros.) 
7."The Bridge" Billy Joel (Columbia) 
8 "Invisible Touch" Genesis (Atian- 
tlc)-Platlnum 
9."Control" Janet Jackson (AftM)- 
Platlnum 
10."Forel" Huey Lewis ft The News 
(Chrysalis) 
Copyright 1986. Billboard Publica- 
tions, Inc. Reprinted with permission. 
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during two six-week summer 
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during each session 
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Wanttqmove 
upquickly? 
■ Seniors and graduales can be commissioned through the Officer 
Candidate Class Program 
■ You can take free civilian flying lessons 
■ You're commissioned upon gradualion 
If you're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps' 
commissioning programs. You could 
start off making j^ ' 
more than $18,000 
a year 
Hthlookingfora lew good. 
——■ 
See Capt. Power or Capt. Bembenek at the Student Union 
on September 15 or call (313) 668-2211 
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THUI 
«8FRI AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL     IMON.     TUC. 
THU. mn 
II6PNI     AUTO     RACING 
(WEDI 
4:30 
■    PEOPLE'S    COURT 
IMON-THUI 
tVBXO HITS (mn 
ELEPHANT   SHOW   (R) 
(MON) 
ISO ZAOS (Rl (TUI) 
WONDERBTRUCK 
(WEDI 
tSUPERGRAN (R) (THU) 
PEOPLES COURT 
•   HE-MAN    ANO    MAS- 
TERS OF THE UNIVERSE 
fMA.SJK.19 
ai JOE 
(TMO MOVIE (TUE, WIOI 
OBM 
I WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
I WHO HITS IMON-THUI 
ft MAUDE 
ja.i. joe 
mi 
SCOOSYDOO 
UTTU HOUSE ON TMC 
PRAM* 
■Ml HYDNOPIANS   KAC 
INO (ran 
(HPN,     KAHATI     (MON 
■8PNI    NFL    SUPfRSTARS 
mn. THUI 
(WQ   MOVK   (MON. THU. 
mo 
6:90 
ft W-,0 KINGDOM 
I WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
|M*A-t"H 
I CAPTAIN KANGAROO 
IMONKEES 
I FOP.T MCKM (FRI> 
COMRADES       IMON- (MM 
■ TIM* OUT (THU) 
■SPM) WORLD Of SPORT* 
IMON) 
(ISPN)        SCHOLASTICS 
SPORTS AMERICA (TU€) 
(ISPN)     MORSE      RACINO 
WEEKLY (WE0) 
CSPNI   TENNIS   MAGAZINE 
REPORTS (THU) 
FROAV 
MPTEMBER 12. 1SSS 
EVEWNG 
MO 
• •••NEWS 
• PERFECT MATCH 
• WILD. WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
SI DREAM Of JEAN N IE 
OIFF'RENT STROKES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
fl 30 
iCBS NEWS 
NBC NEWS 
ABC NEWS C3 
fl BUSINESS REPORT 
BEWITCHED 
GOOD TIMES 
(ESPN)   FISHING   Highlight*   of 
tfta IMS Arthur Sn^tft Katg Tour 
rvamani. from Palm   Booth   Fl* 
(R) 
7:00 
!CBS NEWS 
WORLD STAGC 
S WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT Intorvstv. M.ih Jaaon Ro 
barda 
INEWLYWED GAME 
•  MACNEIL   /  LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
• BEST   Of    SATUROAV 
NIGHT LIVE 
• HAPPY OAYS 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMO    MOVIE    ***     'TIN 
Stratton    Stcrv       (19491    JtmM 
Stewart. Jun* Alfton. Tha loa* of 
• lag •   otpweoma by b«Mbo« 
pUysx Monty Stration 
7: SO 
m PM MAGAZINE DoOO* Al- 
tai I "Farn*'). madcap mowM 
FotBOut. cha* Barnard 
0 GEORGE 4 MILDRED 
• JEOPAROY 
• TAXI 
• PM MAGAZINE A grand- 
moth*, svho INUm math ml 
■cainca pWyi bosAofbo- and -on. 
an   urrtp-o I  chnw    Dabbst   Allan 
1 tamo   | 
S BENNY HfcU. 
THREE'S COMPANY 
(ISPNI WRESTLING 
SCO 
• • TWILIGHT ZONE Two 
atorsM a young coupsa poaaaaaaa 
a typa o* Pando>a a bos a r«ator> 
an ham tn* IUILB-O tatuvna to 
'963 to atwdy Pts»dant Kanna> 
oy  In liarao  (Rl 
• MOVIE *** .,»,» 
MOMM H9S0I JohnSavaga Da 
v-l Moiaa An Oakland barton 
do. a ttoam o* bKOmsng a pro 
baasatbaB p<aya> may coma Hut 
through a "**. ragular at lha bar 
0 SATURDAY MORNING 
CARTOON   PREVIEW    Ah-n 
(*>•>•.   Bart    tO   School       Alyn   in* 
Chotjynuro. cnartgaa a achool cut 
ranAim ao that tha atiidanta can 
hava mora Inn Alao pravsawa ol 
n** cartoorta -xiudw-j >oo>u> 
and la/o> 'ag AcadsiT>, 
S WINDS Of WAR Pam talt 
Pug that *h* a >« tova onth o.r- 
Rhoda and Rs-by opand a lynxi 
ntght lc-3athar   <n Portugal   Natal 
• and Byon ara mairiad Start 
Robari Mttcrtum Ai, MacGra* 
Patar Gravai and David OtAaa 
(Part 4 o» 6MRI CJ 
• TOLEDO ZOO AM 
PHITHEATRE BOTH ANNI- 
VERSARY 
0 MOVIE * * * Slap Shot 
110771 Paul No*man Mchaa) 
Onthaan Altai a moor laagwa 
hocaay taayn daodaa to apruca up 
rtt imaga l>, pitvang daty it anda 
up rnafc-ng hocaay tvalory 
• MOVIE **• Eacapa 
From Tha Planat 0« Tha Apota 
119711 Roddy McDowaP Kan 
Hunior S-"'-ia" craaturaa svith a 
itarthng human attaMiganca ann-a 
m loa An gala ■ »*haia thay craata 
paranota arnong humana -mo ba 
haw* tha spat <*S tomaxtay nM 
tha world 
IB WASHINGTON WEEK IN 
REVIEW Q 
8:30 
• TAKING IT HOME Rough 
hawn Nrct Mora* (Scott Vakan 
total raturna to h>a na*an roota at 
thsa Famay Taaa apat-otT Alao 
•lavs Hvachal Barnard and Ray 
Bafcar 
• WALL STREET WEEK 
Ara Wo MaadatQ for • Bog FaSf'' 
Guaat   Byron R   Want   riming 
okacior ol Morgan Sunkav & Co 
(ESPN)    HARNESS   RACING 
Braadara Down, from CoiUTttbua. 
Ohso fl-rva) 
8:00 
• • MOV* *** Daath- 
trap (19821 Mchaa. Ca-ta 
Cfwratopnar Raava A piaya-rtBhl 
auffarHtg hom wruar a bloc* plant 
to do away with a foimar atudant 
Ot ho* and plagtarua trta young 
rrbfn a prorrtaasrtg play 
• MIAMI VlCC Gocfcatt and 
Tubba dracowav that drug kingpin 
CaMarona haa hsa haaiaguanara on 
tha laired of Banara. H atarao (R) 
• DOCTOR WHO "Logopo- 
ka" Tagan aMXiOawtaSy atwmblai 
mio lha Tar Ota aa tha Doctor and 
Adrat   a>6  prapavaraj for   a   trp  to 
tha Oty of Logae 
IEJPNI TOP RANK   BOXING 
Baby JM    Ruataf wa   Barnard 
Taykor for tha NABF Faath 
•taaaBflht htta achaxXAM for 12 
'Ounda from Laa Vagaa (Lnal 
(TMC) MOVIE **•■> Paa> 
waaa aVg Adyantuia II98B) 
Paul Rawbana f arabath Oaaay To 
racovar hai tfawrahad b<.ria Paa- 
"« Hainan amoartu on an otfva 
toy that tafcaa ram from San An 
lortao to ■urban* M narao PG 
U 
lOOO 
0 NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
SB FAST COPY In aagma-.ti 
from piavaaua fait Copy apa- 
ciaaa adHora horn rnagau«aaa at 
cludsng Good Houaa* aapmg 
Sporti lauatrataxl and T«ma atlro- 
duca taaturaa baaad on artittaa 
that appaarad x> thaa pub-ca 
not m narao 
0 CANADIAN BRASS 
• NEWS 
to.ao 
0 BASEBALL Catcmnati Rada 
at Loa Angakaa Oodgara ll>w«) 
JHOGAN'S HEROES 
DOCTOR WHO 
(TMCI   MOVIE   **      Tomboy 
i'9H'i   Baity Ruaaaa 
11 CO 
• ••NEWS 
® SANFORO AND SON 
11 30 
• •NEWS 
SGOOD ROCKIN TONITE 
TONIGHT Guaat boat B*y 
Oyatai Schaduaad a-ngaa Chaka 
•Chan DOimg promoirjr Don Kmg 
lata Night muasr daactor Paul 
Shaffar actraaa Tan Garr In ai* 
ao 
NIGHTLINE 
BUSINESS REPORT 
BENNY HILL 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
12:00 
I TAXI 
LIFESTYLES    OF    THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS (R) 
0 COMEDY CLASSICS 
ffi SNEAK PREVIEWS 
j (ESPN) NFL GAME Of WEEK 
12:06 
• ROCK N ROLL EVE- 
NING NEWS (Prarmara) Scrvad 
ulad in ttudK) parlormanca by 
Ba*Wtda Carkala. Cyn* laupv m 
concart at Japan, atiarvaawr with 
Paul McCartnav. tha Srratha m a 
s*gmant ahowcaa-ng nan» bartda 
i" it™*. 
12:20 
(TMC) MOVIE ***   ,    Worn 
an in leva    (1970) Gaanda Jack- 
ton Alan Bataa 
12:30 
• MOVIE * * V) Tha Land 
Thai Tana Forgot" 11976) Doug 
McCluro  Susan Pan-.a-.gon 
O MOVIE * Caiman 0* Par 
«" (I94BI Carl Esmond. Adata 
Mara 
• FRIDAY NIGHT VIDEOS 
Growing   Pam*      co-atara   Alan 
Tr-c.a and *■■ CaVnaron a-uro- 
duca yidaoa by Daryl Hall 
I'OraamtBTTtaV'). Janat JtoXton 
( Whan I Thar* of Vou I and Paul 
McCart/wy i   Praat   I   In a tor ao 
• COMEDY TONIGHT 
Gtaaata: Or Daman to Taytar 
faagron. Undo Floyd. Banny Bat. 
RKk Ayaoa   (R) 
In next week's 
(OlttC^ 
theme . . 
-Li 
The Arrangement 
181 (B)S. Main 
Bowling Green 
Darcy 
m^*rr*rittmt»*t***»m*n*t»*t'tait*****t^*rw**mmmmm.t*rmr.r*M**.'j^*.'**^mr*^rrrl-^s.u-.-.-.-.-.-.^-MW*r* 
352-4101 
352-4143 
20% OFF 
one of the following 
with this ad 
haircuts, perms, 
manicures, 
cellophanes, 
highlighting 
•BajBBj 9-2646 
oaaBBaaat j i m »OB«»B 
f. 
SATURDAY 
nmmtn Ifc IBBB 
MORNIfaG 
IlitO 
B B PUPPY'S GREAT AD I 
VENTURES ISaaaon Rremaara) 
A dog aaparatad from h« human 
owiwi <• adoptad by a pack of 
•tray doga who attampi lo hafp 
ham ratocata h«a   'amity 
S WESTERN OAROENER 
FOOFUR (P'amavai A kr. 
atria hound dog mhania a raouaa 
from h»» maatar 
■J ALL-NEW EWOKS 
(Q) WINDSURFING 
Q BOOYWATCH 
lltPN)      SPORTSCENTER 
SATURDAY . 
.   AFTERNOON 
12:00 
0 MOVIE * * Tha Oaath Ot 
Ocaan Van. Part (19T91 MAa 
Connof •  Diana Canova 
{INDIAN LEGENDS (R) 
HULK HOGAN'S ROCK 
N' WRESTLING ISaaaon 
Piamaara) Ammaiad VVofld chanv 
DOT Hub Hogan. Junkyard Dog 
Rowdy Roddy Prpar and Mad 
Maima at* M tha com< aapanta 
01 ma atara horn iha World Wraa- 
tkng Fadarainn I 
B LAZE A TAG ACADEMY 
IPrarmera)    Spaca    laniaay     A 
young boy raiurna 10 tha praaant 
fiom iha arrjrkJ ol iha Mura 
fl) WEEKEND SPECIAL ISaa 
aon PI«I*<I    Cap n 0 G 
CD MCLAUGHLIN GROUP 
O BOS UECKER'S WACKY 
WORLD OF SPORTS 
©BIGTENTOOAY 
■ QUILTING 
(ESPN) NFL S GREATEST 
MOMENTS Tha 1984 Nil G.i 
*"• Moat Valuabla Playar (R) 
(TWO MOVIE * * H T „>„ 
"oHortywood 11980) Hoaiad by 
Jack* Coop* 
12:30 
tWONDERSTRUCK (Rl 
KIDO VIDEO ISaaaon Pram 
aval Iwa action / aramatad aanaa 
uaatg roc* vdaoa four taan agora 
battta agawtai an av4 anamy 
B LITTLES ISaaaon Pramaval 
Tom and Lucy Liltta taam up *tth 
maa human hand Hanry Bigg on 
nwmaroua advantiaea Q 
tSTREAMSIDE 
• COLLEGC FOOTBALL 
Iowa Sin* ai towa ll-wal 
B VICTORY OAROCN A ra- 
nava of tha aaghth annual Victory 
Gardan Contaai a four hnakata 
and voting tnairuct<ona for 
■wwara 
(CSPNI TENNIS OrympK Slav* 
Wold Couplaa Oiarrtpaonarap 
••mrhnal irujtchaa from Hrfton 
Haad SC (Lrval 
llOO 
(MUSTARD ft CO. 
FORGOTTEN  CHILDREN 
OF  THE EIGHTIES 
• NK SPORTS SPECIAL 
lAAf Grand Pm Track Champron- 
arap from Roma, liaty (Tapadl 
• AMERICAN BAND- 
STAND ISaaaon Pramaaral Tha 
taart-aga danca program hoatad 
by Do Clark antara da 15th yaar 
on TV aarth muaacal guaata lag 
Country I look A.ay > 
THE 
Tha 
** ^ 
Sylvaaiar 
(WE'RE COOKING NOW 
FRUGAL GOURMET Jatl 
Smith praparaa a Pafcatg duck. 
ahranp at gai and drunk craokan 
1:30 
S DATELINE ONTARIO 
AMERICAS TOP TEN 
(B MADELEINE COOKS 
Stao-by atao    praparataon   of    a 
duck (Rl 
2:00 
O WRESTLING 
«BlG TEN TODAY 
YOU     WRITE 
SONGS 
S     MOVIE    * * * Vi 
Patrrhad   Foraai     11936)   Laaka 
•toward. Sana Davia 
B THIS OLD HOUSE Chooa 
*>g labrci   Itar-ar-nga and car 
paling Q 
(IMCI        MOVIE 
Nrghthawka      M98I 
SlaHorta  Rutgar Hauar 
2:30 
O B COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Onto Si at* at Waanmgton (Lrval 
B PUTTIN- ON THE HITS 
(D NASHVILLE SKYLINE 
3:00 
O SPORTSWEEKENO 
Schadulad Canadian Tan-Pm 
Bowling iiva horn Toionio Si 
Lagar Si aha* horaa raca (tapadl 
from Downcaatar England Sum 
mar Stakaa horaa >aoa Irva horn 
Woodb-na Raca Track m Toronto 
Albaria Darby horaa raca •■- 
hom Calgary 
B BASEBALL Ragaonal covar 
aga ol Boaion Rad Soi ai Naw 
| York  Yankaaa or  Cmcmnati Rada 
at t in Angataa Dodgart 'I "•> 
STJ    COLLEGE      FOOTBALL 
M<h>gan at Nona Dama ILiva) 
B   AUSTIN   CITY   LIMITS 
faatmad    Joa fry   I   i Got   My 
HopM Up High        Dataa' )   Era: 
Johnaon   I   On   Srrttol   Shoiaa 
ImFtfiotngVou I in aiarao IRI 
3:30 
B     MOVIE     ** Rat tiara 
119761 Sam Chaw taaabath 
Chauval 
IB MOVIE * *    Prckw«fc Pa 
para    119851 Ammatad 
(ESPN)   FLY   FISHING WITH 
JOE HUMPHREYS 
4:00 
•    MOVK     **        Tarror    By 
N*ght     119461   Baaa*   Rathbona 
NtfalBruca 
B AMERICA'S FIRST 
SCHOOL. 360 YEARS AT 
BOSTON LATIN Thai porlrart 
of Amanca a otdaat pubkc achool 
aaarr-naa Boaion lat*i • <o*a m 
pubkc education a haaiory and tha 
Amercanaierjon of tha cn> • ■* 
migrant* through mtarnawa -i» 
promrnent akjmm mchakng Leon- 
•d Barnai«n and Thaodora H 
vVhrta   Q 
CSPNI PRO TEAM RODCO 
aidjCI   MOVIF   ***     Homa 
From   Tha   Hal     119601   Robarl 
Mttchum Gaorga PapparO 
S:00 
El AT THE MOVIES Schatf 
uM Raa Raad and M Mama S> 
cuaa horror mowao 
• STAR SEARCH ISaaaon 
Pramava) Ed McMahon ratufna aa 
hoat   in atarao 
El INTERNATIONAL* 
STARS ON ICE 
(ESPN) HORSE RACING Marl-' 
bora Cup for 3-vaarotd and upl 
Thoroughbrada      from    Baamontl 
PartaiElmom. N Y ILtval 
B20 
O THE MANY FACES Of 
SHERLOCK HOLMES ChtWo-< 
phar Laa hoata lt*ra documantarv 
thai aapaoraa tha hraiorv of author 
Sa Arthur Conan Doyta'a charfc- 
tar Sharkxk Motonaa through Nm 
capa and a vtad to Scotland Yard 
6:30 
B DREAM GIRL USA. 
6:00 
OBO NEWS 
SCBC NEWS 
TED    KNIGHT    SHOW 
Monroa and Hanry drtcovar a cov- 
ar-up " iha daath of Mrs   Sun- 
•on atramd 
8 STAR TREK 
ALL CREATURES GREAT 
AND SMALL 
(ESPN) MAGIC YEAR8 IN 
SPORTS Prohtad Form* NBA 
Baakatbal aiar Wrifn Raad 
B:30 
B THIS WEEK IN PARLIA- 
MENT 
* WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
NBC NEWS 
B    MOVIE     **       Shartock 
Holmn And Tha Sacrai Waapon 
119421    Bam    Rathbona    Riga* 
Bruca    Afiar   Profaaaor   Monarty 
krdnapt    an    •nvantor      Holmaa 
•tapa >n IO bong hart to juahca 
B CHECK IT OUTI Tha am 
ployaaa   Waa   iha*   partmg   prm 
lagaa attar toward compuana to 
M.»   Cobb about iha lack of cua 
loma> parkmg  IRl 
(ESPN)        SCHOLASTICS 
SPORTS AMERICA 
(TMCI FILM FEATURE 
7:O0 
SMUPPETS 
REAL FISHING 
HEE HAW Guaata   loiatta 
Lynn     Rtdara    <n    tha    Sky     Don 
Hotat IRI 
B MUPPETS Guaat >m Na- 
bora 
B SOLID GOLD ISaaaon 
Pramakral Hoat Marayn McCoo 
Scr«aduaad Jamaa Ingram Bakn- 
da Carkala AaUn Lannon Carl 
Andaraon ft Gloria Lormg Patar 
Caiara Stappanwof I Born to Ba 
W4d I Naw ragutara muarc r» 
portar Nrfta Black wood comadtan 
Araanro Hal an ataiao 
trrs A LIVING 
WHAT'S    HAPPENING 
NOW1I 
B EVENING AT POPS Cafkat 
Vo-Yo **• a partormanoa avauoM 
Kraataar a      LaBbaafraud Tha 
Saran from Samt-Saani Carn. 
val of tha Ananafa and aacarpu 
from Haydn a Concarw -* C Mam 
for Caato and Orchaaira an atarao 
n 
BBPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
SCOREBOARD 
IThfC) MOVrE ** ", Daaaa 
(1B60I Gary Cooear Ruth 
Roman Upon hntfeng hra homa 
and propartv Oaanoyao an anv 
b>ttarad aa-Contaoaraaa BBBB 
on as 
baa 
7:SO 
«B SMALL IrVON DE R 
DON CHERRY S GRAPE- 
VINE Guaat StanFatchfar 
B HOLLYWOOD CLOSEUP 
Schadulad a typacal day at HoaV 
wood - produoara. daattora. ac 
tea aganta and othar ahow bua.- 
naaa paopaj (tacuaa thaw wort 
,IR» 
B SANFORD AND SON 
(ESPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Ta.aa   AftM   at   I ou-liana   Stata 
(Lrval 
• :O0 
B 0 MELBA MatM and Su 
tan hava maad faaanga about at 
tanrtng thaa 15 -yaar hagh-achoof 
raunron 
B BASEBALL Montraai Eapoa 
ai Si Loua Cardmala (L-val 
B FACTS OF LIFE Naiaata and 
Toot* laarn that apartmant Ma 
rant ai) ihay thought it would ba 
In aiarao  |R)C1 
8 WINDS OF WAR Garman 
•ubmaritVM oaar down on Pug a 
aha? aa ha attampu «o aacort a 
naval rnovarnani to England Na- 
tahaa eouam producaa photo 
gtapha of tha Na* tiaughtar of 
tha Jawa Start Robarl Mtichum 
Ak MacGraw Paiar Grava* and 
DavtdDukaa (Part 6 of 6MRIQ 
B      MOVIE       *** Wt.ua 
Haat (19491 JarnaaCagnay. Va- 
g»n.a Mayo A ruthaaaa katar lurna 
out lo hava an Oaovj>ua complai 
8 AMERICAN DEAM 
MOVIE *** Shoot Tha 
Moon (19821 Afbarl Fannay 0> 
ana Kaaton Tha colapaa ot an 
uppar maddaa-claaa coupaa'a mar 
' ■aga and -M affact on thaa tour 
daughtara 
B GLYNDEBOURNE OP- 
ERA FESTIVAL 
B:30 
OBMOVIE**** Raw 
•ng BuM 119801 Robart Da Nao 
Cathy Monarty Oacar wavwtg 
portrait of tha caraar of formar 
rmddkawaaghl boamg champ Jafca 
laMoiia whoaa paraonal hta waa 
aa turbutani and controvataral aa 
hai li'a maida tha ra>g 
B 227 Catv-i davaaooa a auah 
onvamprahSandia In aiarao IRI 
8:00 
B GOLDEN GIRLS Dorothy • 
ahaul to hava aurgarv on har at 
(.*•«! toot in atarao IR) 
B MOVrE***') Anchora 
Awwgh (1B46I Gana Katy. 
Frar* Savtra Iwo aaaora anpy 
ma- aaava m gtamoroua Hoty- 
wood 
B GLYNDEBOURNE OP- 
ERA FESTIVAL 
(TMCI MOVIE ** Stick 
H964I Butt RaynoadB Carxkca 
Batgon An aa-con a atlampt io 
avanga r-a praaon buddY a murdar 
braiga ham laca to laca with Flort- 
damobaiara In atarao   R Q 
• 30 
B EASY STREET (Pramaarat 
Comadv A rormar Laa Vagaa 
ahow gal WBSRB) • tortwna and 
cafe upon har aldarty. daabtuaa 
uncta (AxA EUml and hat bast 
tnand La* Waawarl to laava rha» 
rurvdown rataamont homa to 
ahara har naawh and manaron in 
atarao 
10:00 
B MISS AMERICA 
PAGEANT Hoat Gary CoBna 
«ana Maw Amanca 19B6 Suaan 
Akm aa ana cow* har luecmor 
M tha 33rd annual oaramonaaa 
■va from QftBaBBEBI Ha* at A nan 
IK Oty N J In atarao Q 
B JACK VAN Ha«PE PRE- 
SENTS: THE OCCULT 
WORLD 
1O:30 
B MOVIE ***    Hagh Sav- 
ra' 1194 1) Ha«npttraY Bogart Ida 
Lupavo. A gangatar on tha run 
from pokca at tha CaMoraa 
mountama fatda raa invorvamant 
with two woman to ba haj undo- 
mg 
11:O0 
OB NEWS 
O NATIONAL Q 
B   MTV   TOP    20   VIDEO 
COUNTDOWN 
SB TO 6 
NASHVILLE SKYLINE 
(ESPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
REPORT 
(TMCI MOVIE **v> 
Nighihawtii (1981) Sytvoatar 
StaHona Rutgar Hauar. Two 
tough undareovar copa ata aa 
aagnad 10 a apaoal taak forca 
backing a dangaroua atiarnataonal 
tarronai throughout Naw York 
Oty   R 
11:16 
O NEWS 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
11:30 
B MOVIE ** Rrftraff 
(1936) Spancar Tracy. Jaan Har- 
IOW A gruff fiaharman <t forcad to 
work aaongatda an aouafry tough 
young lady m a tuna factory 
B MOVIE ** Tarror On Tha 
40th Floor (1976) John For- 
aytha Anamatta Comar Savan 
paopaa ara trappad on tha lop 
floor of a burning akyacrapar 
8 ROCKY AND FRIENDS 
MOVIE ** Tha Corv 
OUaror 119661 John VVayna Su- 
aan Hayward A mighty Mongol 
warrior krdnapa tha daughlar of a 
powarful Tartar hmg and aauaa 
control of hit ampaa 
B AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Faaturad Iha Nitty Grrtty CVt 
Band II* BorfAfllaa Shot 
Ful of Lova' >. a trrbuta to 
aongwritar Slav* Goodman I City 
of Naw Orlaana I In ttarao IRI 
11:66 
B MOVIE ** Manaotara 
Ara LOOM 119761 Tom Skarrrtt. 
Stave Forratt Two huga ugara 
larrorifa tha rnhaortanta of a amaH 
national loraat cornmuraty 
SUNDAY 
SEPTEMBER 14. IBM 
c«rr>«H • raaa nDaix 
MORNING 
10:30 
(NORTHCOAST 
MOVIE * * ' i    Gat Chranaa 
Lova'      (19741   Taraaa   Gravao. 
Harry Guarckno 
B CHRtSTIAN LIFESTYLE 
MAGAZINE 
(PINK PANTHER 
LORNE GREENE'S NEW 
WH.DERNESS 
B PRESSNTE 
(ESPN)     SPORTSCENTER: 
THE WEEK IN SPORTS 
11:00 
(CORONATION STREET 
WORSHIP   FOR   SHUT- 
INS 
(HERE'S LUCY 
NATIONAL OEOOfLAPH- 
►C 
B GREATEST AMERICAN 
HERO 
I WRESTLING 
TONY BROWN'S JOUR- 
i- 
11:30 
FACE THE NATION 
SUNDAY MASS 
THIS WEEK WITH   DA- 
VID BRINKLEYt? 
B MARKET TO MARKET 
(ESPN)     SPORTSCENTER: 
NFL GAMEDAY 
(TMCI MOVIE ***vt    Thraa 
Woman'    (19771 Staay Spacafc 
ShaHavDj.a- 
12:00 
B SPORTSCENTER 8 TO- 
DAY 
B MEETING PLACE Arch- 
badhop JA Ptourda ofhoffiaa at 
aarweaja from tha Roman Cathokc 
BaaAca of Notra Dama at Ottawa 
n 
B EARLE BRUCE 
B MEET THE PRESS 
B TATUM LEGACY 
B   MOVIE    Gtcgot'a Summar 
Raunaon   (1986) Caryn Rachman. 
OaanBufer. 
B FAME Jaaaa and a naw dra- 
ma taachar hght ovar Nacoat Tor- 
ranca Room Thomaa In aiarao 
IRI 
B NOVA Efforta to fight a 
ataph aptdartvc ai Auatraha'a Roy- 
al Matbourna Hoapital rfeabaia 
thai look at how avractajna raaat- 
lant to anta>oiict ara cauang 
wadaapraad alarm within tha mad- 
calcommunrly (R) Q 
12:30 
B B NFL TODAY Hoaiad by 
Brant Muaburgar 
B NFL '88 Hoaiad by NBC • 
Bob Co* tat 
(PORTRAITS 
ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLD 
(ESPN) NFL GAME OF WEEK 
1:00 
B   NFL   FOOTBALL Phaadat- 
phaa   Eagkta   at   Chacago   Baara 
(Lraal 
B HYMN SING Saaactaona ,n 
duda Oh. a Luiia Talk Wnh Ja- 
tua "Lai Ua Ftaaaa tha Lord" 
and ' Loua m Our Hornaa " (Rl 
B NFL FOOTBALL Dataa 
Cowboya at Datrort Laona (Lrval 
B NFL FOOTBALL Ragtonal 
covar aga of Cktvatand Browna at 
Houaton Oaara. Loa Angataa Ra-S 
ara at Waahatgaon fladak-t Buf- 
NfO Bfeat Cmcmnati BangaM or 
San Datgo Chargara at Naw York 
Gamia dival 
t COMMUNITY CLOSEUP 
B WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW C3 
B MOVIE ** v. Fkcjht From 
Aatuya (1BB4I Yul Bryratar. 
Rachard VVidmart 
(ESPNI TENNIS Olympa: Stam 
World Coupaaa Crtan*-orwhaj R- 
ruri   from HAon Haad. SC. fLwal 
1:30 
B VOYAGE OF THE THOM- 
AS CROSBY 
«TO BE AN NOU NCE 0 
B WALL STREET WEEK 
"Ara Wa Haarang tor a B*g Faff" 
Guaat: Byron R. Wktn. managwQ 
daactor of Morgan Starfey ft Co 
2 00 
B MOVIE   ** 'i     Dark Faa- 
aaga    119471 I4urnphrav Bogart. 
LauranBaca* 
B MOVrE **H Muacla 
Baach Parry" (1BB4I Frartua 
Avafon. Annatta Funcafe 
GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES Barrtatam: Conductor. 
Sokaat ft Taaehaf Laonard Bam- 
atam t tafanbl at thraa araaa fro 
rfepurywd aa ha condueta Baa Vr- 
anna Plka^armorac. ptaya a Moiart 
concarto and taachaa a maatar 
:laai for young conductor! in 
ttarao (Rl 
rTMCr MOVIE *** "iTtg 
Swat ton Story' (1B49I Jarnaa 
fStawart JunaA»yaon. 
2:30 
MUSIC OF MAN Prohtaa 
of tha kaadara of a mtaacal ravotu- 
i tajn that foftowod tha fVat World 
War axfudmg Arnold Fraru Waltar 
Schoanbarg. Edgard Vataaa and 
Aaron Copland IR) 
3:00 
B COUSTEAU'S REDISCO- 
VERY OF THE WORLD In 
Cuba. Couoiaau aaptarao an ar- 
mar ad Spanrah crutoar tunk by tha 
U S. Navy during tha Spanrah- 
Amarican War; vintt tha Guan- 
tanamo Bay US naval baaa and 
tafta with Praaadani Fadal Caa»o 
on anvwonmantal corvaciouanaaa 
and Cuba a mnovatrva hahmg 
mathoda 
B MOVIE *** '- Dial M 
For Murdar" (1BS4) Ray M«and. 
GracaKaty 
(ESPN) EQUESTRIAN World 
Vaulting Champaonahoa. from 
BuHa. Swiiiarland (Tapadl 
3:90 
B CFL FOOTBALL Ham-ton 
Tigar-Caia ai Saakaichawan 
Roughiidar a (Lrval 
B SVEING RED: STORIES 
OF AMERICAN COMMU- 
NISTS Nommatad for an Acada- 
my Award, thai 1983 documenta- 
ry prohlaa 16 rana-and-hia 
rryarnbara of tha Amancan Com- 
munatt Party during tha 30a and 
'40a. rnchrdatg Pata Saagar and 
Dorothy Haaray. who fougtti for 
umonaataan. unanvloyrnant and 
aociai aacurtty banaftta. an aaght- 
hour workday and orw) nghta 
4:O0 
B 9 NFL   FOOTBALL San 
Francaico 49ara at Loa Angataa 
RamatLrva) 
tWALTONS 
STAR   SEARCH   ISaaaon 
Pramaara) Ed McMahon ratuma aa 
hoat in atarao. 
B MOVIE *** Capiam 
Btootf (1936) Errol Flynn. Ohvta 
feHavatand 
B MOVIE * * v> Tha Ratum 
Of Marrwa* Smart (1BB0I Don 
Adama. Sytvaa Knaaal 
KBPN) FISHIN" HOLE 
(TMCI MOVIE *** AJ Of 
Ma" M9«4) Saava Martin. La> 
Toman 
MO 
(CAN YOU BE THINNER? 
B LIFESTYLES OF THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS Naw 
York r-ghi dub and hoM own* 
Saava Rubaa Spam t Coaia dat 
Sol; Abby PSBBB Win Coata 
R*a actor Ed Bagkty Jr. I St 
f'l. (Rl 
FIRING LINE Guaat   NPR 
CSPNI AUTO RACING Formu- 
la Orva Grand Pro of Hah/. *om 
Morua   (R) 
B:30 
B MUSK CITY USA 
(MO    MOVW    ***      Tha 
Magnrhcant Dop*     M942I  Hanry 
Fonda. Lynn Ban 
906 Napoleon Rd. 
(at S. College) 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
43402 
I/OH re 
A 1^ iomelhinc 
iptc 
Rtiflcwi 
Hours: Mon. — Fri. 
Saturday 
8 ■ 5:30 p.m. 
8 - 4:CX) p.m. 
B.G's only full line Florist 
Complete line pots - soil - insecticides 
1
   ' :"  IH      I  II   I  '  I   I I.      ■  I      ' T~— ^ J- 
:
=S' EDITI0\ HAIR DESIGN AND TANNING STUD"0 
•: -: BOWLING GREEN SOLING ALTERNATIVE 
131 W. Woostet 
Ph. 352-6264 
FUL CLEARANCE SALE 
Every Bike li stock 
it HWE Savlnosl 
coming sept. 15.1986 
IE .'.30STER ASOVEDAIRYOUEEN. 
DFF :. "-"HiSAD 
'.'.'iV.'.i.xiv.v.v 
MNMO 
•rOO 
JNCWS 
PAMf 
MOVIE ***    MttnlM 
our  i i»3oi   *mmm M**- 
DoneM. NUMK Ed*v An opera 
anger fade at low* arrth da* 
mounted pohcernen who ep- 
prehendaher WM brother 
tBlSTAP. TUFK 
UNO€RBCA WORLD OF 
JACOUCS COU8TEAU 
MO 
9 EDISON TWINS Tom and 
Anrae HwJlpM ■ euapected an 
forgery (WQ 
tf) NSC NEWS 
7:00 
■ m SO MINUTES (Seeeon 
Prornasre) Money Safer. Ed Brad- 
ley. Harry W see oner. Chana 
Sawyer and Mb* Vaaflaca report 
m thai week* nawamaganna 
Segmenta to ba announced 
D ntAOOLE ROCK Whan 
Boobs* toaaa hai mamorv. h* 
tha-ba thai ha a Junaor Gorg (Rl 
#J OUR HOUSE D«v>d daadaa 
IO go <nio tha MtSfSSMSSJ buer* 
naaa. In atarao 
S DISNEY SUNDAY MOV- 
IE Mr Boogady Mambar* of a 
practical pke-ptaywtg famey ara 
stunned to learn that thaw naw 
houaa may ba haunted Stara 
John Aatai and Richard Maaur 
(R»g 
O JEM 
© FAME Laroy facaa a 
crammad schedule when ha caraa 
for iva By«« oW naace who ar- 
rive* unaapactadh/ at haa door in 
atarao (R> 
S WONDERWORKS How 
io Ba a Perfect Pereon <n Juat 
Thraa Days'' A comady about 
■Mo Crenpasy. a cfumey 12-yaar- 
o»d boy who anrohe m a creeh 
coure* on how to bacoma a par- 
fact paraon Stara Hermann* Gav 
gokt. Wa*ece Shawn. Lanny Von 
OoNan   and Han   Mitchell Smith 
(Rig 
tfSWf) SPORTSCENTEPI 
fTMC) MOVIE *** Coon 
try" M984I Jesaac* Langa. Sam 
Shepard Thraaianad wtth foracio 
aura of har farm, an Iowa woman 
airuggtee 10 head on to har land 
and keep har famey together In 
atarao *PG' 
7:30 
O    BEACHCOMBERS   Nek 
hasps Conatabaa John aaarch for a 
non-avatanl araomat. IH) Q 
©   FTV   Muaical   guaat.   Laura 
Brenigen   ("I   Found   Someone   I 
n 
HPM NFL'S GREATEST 
MOMENTS Laganda of tha Fai 
MO 
O S MOVIE "Tha Laat Daya 
Ot Patton (Pt emwree Gaorga C 
Scott Eva Mam Saint Dumgtho 
final montha of hra bf*. Gan 
Gaorga S. Patton'a raluctanoa (0 
face tha raaaoaa of poatwar pott 
IK.» arou*** conarovaray and lead* 
to haa ultimata downfall Q 
O CHAMPIONS. PART I 
Urdfcefy Wamora' OngwwMy 
aaad m 1978. thra documaniary 
eaamaiee tha pubbc and pnvata ' 
lives of two powarful Canadian 
poetical anaeri Ran* Lavaaoua 
and Pawr* Trudbau. Thra apraoda 
kx* a at tha poatrciane' careers 
prior to 1967 (fll 
fj  MOVIE   *>** Vl      Dumbo 
I ?(1841> Aramatad Voroaa by Saar- 
anej Itobo**,. Edward traphy. 
Th* tab* of a baby Stephen awt ■ 
I tha lauoNng dock of a eveue but 
and* up a atar aa tha world's or** 
hyang aaaphant iNow twoOanay 
cartoon. Varnban. rha Sheepwh 
Uon and "MaAay and ma Baan 
atr* wei ateo a* I •*.! g 
0 WINDS OF WAR Pam 
raahVma har lov* for Pug. who 
haa baan aaaignaJ to command a 
baaOaahrp m How**; Nate-, har 
adant aon and Aaron hneby find a 
way out o> Hafy Stara Robart 
Mrethum. Ah MacGraw and v« io 
n* Tanner* (Pan 6 of 6) W)Q 
(WONDER WOMAN 
YOU WRITE THE 
SONGS A weekr, competrton 
ahowcawng mueac from up and 
comog aongwntara Joerang hoat 
San Varaan D guaat Donna Sum- 
mar In atarao 
•B EVENING AT POPS 
Mrghfcghte mca.de a Haydn trum- 
P*t concarto uy Wynion Maraaka 
Sarah Vaughan a attarprotatnna 
of "Body and Soul" and ' Sand «i 
tha Oowna and a combmad 
parformanca by tha Grammy 
Award-wainvtg trumpat pWyar 
and tha MUf aaigar of Saptambar 
Song ' and Autumn IMVM In 
atarao. (Rl 
(CSPNI BOOY8UILDING Mr 
and Ma Amarica Ouamp^nahaj) 
from Paaadana. Caaf (HI 
( 8.30 
CD MOVIE *** <-, Top Hat 
M935I Frad Aatar/a. Gaigar Hog 
ara A man haa noubaa with laa 
gaifriand bacauaa aha mmka haa 
I      manwd io har baat fnand 
• PUT-TIN' ON THE   HITS 
1
      Lrp-ayncad    Elw*   Praakty'a     A 
Fool Such Aa I     Stawi Martin a 
Kng Tut    and Cab CaHoway ■ 
Mma ma Moochar   ' <R) 
9 00 
O RETURN OF SHERLOCK 
HOLMES Mora than   a   lady a 
honour n at ataka whan an Itakan 
vandatta and tha daabuclion of 
au   buaia of   Napoaaon bacoma 
aniwmad Q 
O CANNED FILM FESTI- 
VAL Spoofa ara aitaraparaad 
with adriad vararan* of HoUy 
wood » worai mowaa   Faaturad 
Th* Skma Paopki (19631 
B WHAT'S HAPPENING 
NOWII N*An* and He, laka 
famporary charga of a runaway 
orphan (Judy Pacal and latar con- 
aadar makaig har a parmanant 
mambar of ih* famay (Rl 
0 MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Wmaton Churchal Tha 
Wadarnaaa Vaara Churchal haa 
avidanca of bnbary and corrupbon 
by a aaraor cabmat rrakmbar. and 
praaanta tha information bafora 
Par^amani (Part 4 of 8) (Rl Q 
(ESPN) BOXING Mark Braland 
va Raggm Mibar m a waharwaight 
bout and TyraB B>gga va. Piacai 
Oava m a haavywatght bout, both 
achadukadlor 10 rounda. horn At- 
lanta: City. N J (Lrval 
fnma MOVIE ***V>   Thra* 
Woman (19771 Sraay Spacak 
Shabay OuvaH Two contraatinglv 
drlfarant young nuraatg homa 
workara davalop an intanaa rala- 
t-anahaj) with a withdrawn pa- 
tent   PG' 
B:30 
B     TALES     FROM     THE 
DARKSIDE     A    mrilionairaaa 
cfarma aha brutaHy murdarbd har 
boybaand - and bar ccaraaYa itw 
on*, paraon who bafawaa har IR) 
10*00 
tCBC NEWS Q 
TVS   BLOOPERS   AND 
PRACTICAL   JOKES Pop atar 
Julian Lannon and ''Toraght 
Stow hoat Johnny Car aon va 
practa^-frAawctrma (HI 
I WASHINGTON REPORT 
INTERNATIONAL 
STARS ON ICE World champ. 
ona Scon Harndton and Elan* 
ZayrA and 1982 rwjnonal pawa 
chanxaona Kitty and Patar Car- 
rurhara ara faaturad ■> thra annual 
hgura Mating •mlubmon 
1O:30 
S VENTURE 
TALES FROM THE 
DARKSIDE A miiiona-tt. 
darma aha brutaay muroarad har 
boytramd - anrj har couam a lha 
aravparao-. -*obafca«ai har (Rl 
B KENNETH COPELANO 
10:80 
B MOVIE * *    Cam And Ma 
bal'   11938) Clark Gaowj   Maraan 
A    prunhghtar    and   a 
daah   owjr   a   pubacrty 
MONDAY 
18. IB 
ahowgvi 
atunt 
I" B AB 
LO 
11:00 
BBNEWS 
BE ANNOUNCED 
BOTT AND COSTEL 
B AMERICAN MASTERS 
Unknown Chapkn My Happwai 
Yaara Part I of III Saldom-aaan 
outtakaa from Chaika Chapkn a 
aarty caraar aauairata thra aook at 
tha comadujn a work for tha Mu 
lual Fam Company Jamaa Maaon 
narrataa Q 
KSPhll SPORTSCENTER 
MtOS 
(TMCI MOVIE *** * Famar 
Ot The Bnda II9S0I Spancar 
Tracy. Eiuabath Taylor A fathar 
aapariancaa aa of iha loya and 
haadachaa mvofvad with tha prap- 
aratama for taa caughtar a up 
coming wadebng 
1 1:30 
B YOU WRITE THE 
SONGS A waakty competition 
ahowcaaung muax horn up and 
commg aongwritora Jrarwig hoat 
Ban Varaan ■• guaai Oonna Sum- 
mar In atareo 
B MOVIE •* Hooky Tor* 
Freeway (19811 Waham De- 
vana Bavarty D Angelo Though 
bypaaaad by a new auparfwgh- 
way a arnafl Florida town man 
aga* io attract a morlay colactjon 
of Wave*era who wvw) up thara by 
aocidani 
B ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK An owjrvajw of the fall 
tetevteion a a aeon with orriica' pra- 
dKuona on auccaaaaa and faal 
urea 
B    MICHIGAN    FOOTBALL 
REPLAY 
B FOR MY PEOPLE 
11:38 
B MOVIE **", A Ktfer In 
Every Corner 119761 Patra* Me- 
gee. Joanna Pattet A noted enm- 
mal paycholograf mvitea three 
paychcaogy atudenia to hra homa 
*n (he Engkah countryaida 
12:00 
B     STREETS     OF     SAN 
FRANCISCO 
© 700CLUB 
(ESPN) NFL'S GREATEST 
MOMENTS Boat Ever Quarter 
bedke 
8:00 
IBBBNEWS 
PM MAGAZINE An attor- 
ney who protecta tha eetetae of 
aacaaaad caaabrmaa. a faahaon da- 
r-gn* who epeoakaaa ai goad 
clothrng 
B MACNEB. / LEHRER 
NEWSMOUR 
BODIFF RENT STROKES 
KSPhJ) SPOHTSLOOK 
8:30 
iCBS NEWS 
NBC NEWS 
ABC NEWS Q 
GIMME A BREAK) 
FACTS OF LIFE 
BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN)     FISHING:     JOHN 
FOX'S   OUTDOOR   ADVEN- 
TURES 
(TMC) MOVIE ft * H Tha Ar 
•angament 11989) Krt Oouglaa 
FeyeOunewey An advertiewg aa 
ec utive aearchaa for meaning ■« § 
Ma thel aaeme merely a aarwa of 
empty icaea   R 
7 00 
B CBS NEWS 
SONLV WHEN I LAUGH 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
B   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT mteryww with Malcolm 
Jamai    Warner    l   The    Coaby 
Show I 
B NEWLYWEO GAME 
B   WONDERFUL    WORLD 
OF DISNEY 
B TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT Henry Rueh a two daugh 
tare f#»d thea faihar oppoaed to 
Ihea idea of mowng mto hia 
downeteaa apartmeni 
IM^A'S'H 
MACNEK.    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUfl 
lESPh) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
B FM MAGAZINE An attor 
nay *hg protecta the aaiafaa of 
deceeeed cafabntw* oH<e» 0*n 
kie a laaiwsn dangner who ep*- 
cakfaa m gold clothing, for tha 
bach 
B  AIRWAVES Zoo  ••  unpr» 
pared for ih* change* •» hw ok) 
boyhwnd when he comae back 
for the weekend  IR) 
JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
B DATING GAME 
ffiGET SMART 
CD THREE  S COMPANY 
(ESPN)     NFL    FILMS    PRE- 
SENTS 
8:00 
B B SCARECROW AND 
MRS. KING Lee and Amanda 
thwart efforta to eatract aiforma- 
tion from former govwnmeni am- 
ptoyeea ai a nuraaig homa (Rl 
O CHAMPIONS. PART II 
' Treppmge of Power Thooppoe- 
mg aiance* of Paarr* Tiudaau and 
Rene Levoeou*. and the events 
octuning between 87 through 
'78 «a*aarrMn*d (R) 
B BOB HOPE SPECIAL 
Bob Hop* lampoona tha Naw 
TV Scan*" Gaorga Buma. Ann >i 
kan. Danny Thomaa and Morgan 
s. 
Farchdd ram the corwarban tor a 
kr/ahaanad km at TVa naw aw* 
aang 
B MACGYVER  MacGyver and 
a young compuBer what attempt 
to rwi a mattary caaaaaropha (Rl 
B   WONDERWORKS    How 
to Be a Perfect Paraon -> Juat 
Three Daya A comedy about 
Mao G-npiey a caumay 12-ya*r- 
oM boy who arvoba - a cteah 
couraa on how to become a par 
fact paraon Stare Harrruon* Get- 
goad Wafhtoe Shawn Lenny Von 
Dohhan   and ban MrtchebSmrrh 
iCAJNSMOKE 
MOVIE #*•># Patton 
119701 George C Scon Karl Mal 
dan The career of World War II 
general George S Patton m traoad 
through rha North Ati-can S«han 
and European campargna aa w*b 
ea rue confketa with other ofh 
on 
B ANCIENT LIVES Hoat 
John Romer aMroduca* tha an- 
caant Egyptian ..nag. of Dee El 
MeaVuj end aiam.nee the de*v We 
of ihe crehemen who made the 
royal tombs m the Vsaay of tha 
Kings (Rig 
IESPN1 MAGIC YEARS IN 
SPORTS featured Heevywwghi 
boier Joe Lome m 1936 
8 30 
(CSPNI     NFL      MONDAY 
NIGHT   MATCHUP  A preview 
of   tonight a   game   between   the 
Denver    Broncoe   and   Pittsburgh 
SfOOkMB 
9:00 
B B KATE   ft   ALLIE Kete 
convmces Aide thai aha ahoutd at 
tend lhe« 20 year rugh school ie 
unron   IHI 
« HERITAGE THEATRE 
LA LAW iPiamwral O-ne 
drama focusmg on the kvea of an 
amb*iious group of lawyars et a 
promineni Los An gala a law hrm 
Tomght attorney Michael Kufak 
oafanda a chant who raped a tar 
maujay Ml woman Siars Harry 
Haman >n EAenbevry and Rich 
•d Dysari In stereo 
B NFL FOOTBALL Denver 
Broncos et Pittsburgh Steekwa 
ILrveig 
{COUSTEAU OOYSSEY 
MOVIE    ft* Vj        .   v.. 
drome     H983I   James Woods 
Deborah  Marry    A  co-owner  of  * 
Toronto UH< itetion that apacaai 
■res    m    adult    entertainment 
searches for the people behind a| 
bifaria aataane broadceat 
B    FRAGILE     ART:    MID-1 
WESTERN      HISTORY     OF 
GLASS MAKING 
(ESPN) VOLLEYBALL Mchetob 
Laght   Tournament,   horn   Jon** 
Beach. N Y (Taped) 
(TMC) MOVIE  ftftft U     Worn 
tr hi Love   (19701 Gasnda Jack- 
eon   Alan Batee   Baaed on   the 
novel by 0 H   Lawrence   The ro- 
mantic   affaae   of   two   separate 
couples dustrata the nohon of al- 
ternating love end hate between a 
man and a woman In stereo   ft' 
9:30 
B B NEWHART Mr Vender 
kaban asks Michael to sign a pre 
nuptial agreement m caee h* de- 
cides to marry Stephen*  (Big 
B WAYNE AND SHUSTER 
10:00 
B B CAGNEY   ft   LACEY 
Cagney   and Lacay   try io track 
■   i:uu 
B DARK SMADC 
B TWILIGHT ZO 
B ALIVE   FROM 
down a cop kasai H)q 
B NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
II B STORY OF ENGLISH 
(P-emw/Bi In the hrst epwoda of 
tlaa wok at tha faotory of tha Eng- 
lish language heet Rub*rt 
MecNea eaamewe th* rsaaoni for 
its worWJwwfe preenwwnca 
CBPN) AMERICA'S CUP: 
CHALLENGE DOWN UN- 
DER 
11:00 
NEWS 
H OWS 
NE 
OFF CEN- 
TER A parti 
gear «us<on.Bi Mchaal Moechen 
Rotary Action a British TV pro 
duchon prohkng choreographer a 
dancers Bel I Jonee and Arrae 
ZBM 
CSPNI SURFER MAGAZINE 
11 30 
I TAXI 
MOVIE ft ft H Terror In 
The Waa Museum (1973) Ray 
MAand Else lencheater A young 
woman acta as ban to trap a • ■•— 
who hake ■■ tha shedows of s 
waaarorks e«ha>(K¥i 
I MAGNUM. P.I (R| 
BEST OF CARSON (■,.. 
Aew 198b setger Tom Jonae 
muaatal g/oup tha G-ia Rock Ckai 
and actraee Kaiaena Kiff n-n hoe< 
lohnny Carson   In atarao  IR) 
(BUSINESS REPORT 
MOVIE ** The Con 
Qjueror M9S8I John Wayne Su 
sen Haywerd A mighty Mongol 
warner «idnaps the daughter of a 
powerful Tartar kng and sews 
control of his empae 
XTHE JUDGE 
MASTERPIECE THE 
ATRE The Jewet m the Crown 
Ie»a-x> between Hmdua and 
Moekama heVlena on the eve ot 
IndWi ndependenca. aa • iron 
carrywtg Prjr>on Serart and Susan 
is attacked the laieof HariKianer 
■ •mama   a   mystery    (Perl    14  of 
HI g 
(ESPN! SPORTSCENTER 
(TMC)    MOVIE    **      OeedH/ 
Force       (19831    Wmga    Hauser 
Joyce Ingada   A former cop sets 
out to find the psychopath who 
carved a fatal X on a woman s 
forehead    R 
12:00 
BKOJAK 
8 NEWS 
© COMEDY CLASSICS 
(ESPN!     NFL     YEARBOOK 
1988 CHICAGO BEARS 
TUESDAY 
SEPTEMBER 18. 1988 
coeveH* * i**e t v owi — 
EVENING 
8:00 
OQBB NEWS 
B PM MAGAZINE Bronaon 
Paxhot and Mark-lmn Baker 
I Perfect Stranger a I. a youth 
who creates monster maeks 
B MACNHi / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
ID (E) DIFF RENT STROKES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
8:30 
fCBS NEWS 
NBC NEWS 
ABC NEWS O 
JB BUSINESS REPORT 
GIMMC A BREAK! 
FACTS OF LfFE 
IE9PNI OUTDOOR LIFE 
7:00 
ICBS NEWS 
< I GZOWBKI ft CO A repraw 
faaturmg ckpa from •ntervaaws 
conducted aarfcar that a a aeon (Rl 
(WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT   Iniervww   with  Amy  b 
*M 
B NEWLYWED GAME 
B   WONDERFUL    WORLD 
OF DISNEY 
B TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
PORT Whea Sara a away for a 
lake Tahoa weekend Henry and 
Mo* Imd bath i cm not p*H m her 
dreaaw 
(M*A«S*H 
MACNEH       /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(E9PNI SPORTSCENTER 
7 30 
B PM MAGAZINE Bioneon 
Prnc hut and Mark law Bakei 
( Parted Stiangars I a youth 
who creates monster meaka on 
the rate KaM Tab 
B SHELLEY 
B   JEOPARDY 
■ TAXI 
B DATING GAME 
rOET SMART 
THREE'S COMPANY 
(ESPN) INSIDE BASEBALL 
(TMCI    MOVIE    **•>      Pee 
wee i    B.g    Advent**        M98SI 
Paul Reubens tWabethDeeey To 
recover lea cherished b<ycle  Pee 
waa Merman embarka on an odys 
say that take* han horn San An 
toruo to Burbenfc    In atarao     PG 
g 
BOO 
B   B   WIZARD   McKey and 
Jeggw encounter danger when 
they travel to Hong Kong et a 
trasnd s request 
B CHAMPIONS. PART 111 
"The Fatal Battle chromcles 
events between 76 end 86 m 
ciudmg the polrticei battles fought 
over the Ouebec leferendum and 
Ihe constitution  g 
«TOBE ANNOUNCED 
WHO'S THE BOSS' 
Tony s OverrOyeil with Semen 
the s progress es a bafaarina unm 
he hew* her teether a a ate a pitch 
(Rig 
B B GREAT PERFORM 
ANCES L«e from Irnccan Cen 
te- New York Phdhermon* Open 
•ng Night With Zubm Mahta and 
lUhak Penman ISoaaon Pram 
awe) Muaa:* daector Zubm Mehis 
conducts the orcheatra at a par- 
formanca of TchaAovBky a Sym- 
phony No 5. woknrai luhak Perl- 
man is soloist for Ravel a 
Trigan*. Chauaaons Poeme'' 
and Sarasates Carman Feme 
ay In stereo 
ffiGUNSMOKE 
ffi MOVIE * * # •-, Young 
Frankenstein 1197*1 Gene Wild 
e> Peter Boyle The grandaon of 
the infamous Dr Frankenataei at 
tampte to create a eynthetrc man 
■n thaa parody of    Frankenstein ' 
(ESPN) SUPERBOUTS Donald 
Curry vs Jun-Sok Hwang taped 
February. 1983 m fort Worth. 
Taaaa 
8:30 
OJJ MOONLIGHTING in black- 
and-white sequence*. Dawd and 
'Large Roses - Many Colon' 
$7 a doz. 
Cash & Carry 
428 East Wooster Street 
Store Front On Wooster 353'104S 
E T 
TAKE THE HASSLE OUT OF 
INTERTAINMEN' 
AT 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
NOW SHOWING: 
* §000 MOVIES 
* MOVE RESERVATIONS 
* 24-HP TAPE DROP 
* FREE PAPKNG 
* SPECIALS      ' 
* FUN ATMOSPHERE 
VIDEO 
SPECTRUM 
112 E.WASHINGTON 
352-4171      1__ 
ff"1 \A\/^   PIAl   352-HAIR PERMS »25" IN SEPT. with SUE 
SAVE s10.00 
/(LHAILP eAutipy) 
ffiT"vKosW'BWitwii»RCf "iicwtRGramroiio^iio? 
MedoW bme-sevel 10 the 1940a 
10 mveetrgaie • "Ha-oar IRIQ 
MO 
O 0 MOVIE Oceans Of 
Fes>" (Premiere) Gregory Memeon. 
C»"iht» Se.es Tenewne flare be- 
BUM the consbuChon supervisor 
an an offshore o* rig and lha Ooc- 
umentery femmafcer aani by the 
company 10 peaM a foay picture of 
f—- ptograaa Q 
• CHEERS Fraaw comae up 
»»iirt a plan to hew Diana beet lha 
Huaa in IWN (R) 
9 MOVIE ** Abca Sweet 
Akce 119771 Unda Mater Paula 
Sheppevd Family mambara ara 
vKiirrn/ad by a psychotic murder- 
« m thee midat 
(ESPNI WftESTLINO 
fTMC) MOVIE *** All Of 
Ma 119841 Slav* Mann Lay 
Tomhn A naplaaa lawyer ■ not- 
iiai routine assumes a different 
[.erepecitve aliai a cantankerous 
newest s soul Iranamigralat mlo 
one side of h.s body   PG 13 
9 30 
O BEST ON THE BOX A pre 
ve»w of upcoming CBC progremi 
OJJ NIOHT COUHT Merry 
comaa to the e>d of a washed up 
magKtan in stereo 111 
8) JACK AND MIKE. (Piem 
■ere) A career minded (oumekst 
and her restaurateur Husband 
struuole lo maintain a balanca in 
lha* pa" tonal and profesfonel 
hva* tomyhi Jackw* (Shaaay 
Hecfcl emimg a column on sea 
anil V*a Horn Maaonl prepares 
Un lha upanmg of h>i mwni >es 
teu/eni  [J 
10:00 
Q NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
.V I I 986 
CD CD HISPANUS THE 
EMERGING FORCE 80 '■-. 
nefcsi David Garcia piofiiaa ih» 
tutl Hitperw astroneui lha 
Hispen* meyor* of Mujmt If la I 
Oenver ICoto I and San Aniorwi 
(lesas) and moderates a nuOo 
discussion on immiojaiion iafo>m 
©NEWS 
(ESPN*   KARATE   From   Denver 
(Tapadl 
10:30 
© HONEVMOONERS 
(TMC) MOVIE * * # Homa 
from Tha "lit n960> Robert 
Miichum George Pepper d A 
man s • '"U'imale aon saves h>i 
'-  In im.i 
I TOO 
OOOfDfl) NEWS 
QJ DARK SHADOWS 
CD TWILIGHT ZONE 
(E) WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
Qt ALIVE FROM OFF CEN- 
TER   Jaap   Drupsteen a   mui-.«i 
'«• Heat    Hyaiai Pulaaiu      iapa 
nese    an«maioi    Ko    Nakasma • 
Ml   I up 
(ESPN) ARM WRESTLING 
II 30 
8 TAXI 
MOVIE * * -, Secret Be- 
yond Tha Doo> 119481 Joan 
Bannail Michael Redgrave Attar 
a whelw»nd iuiiih« a g>< dra- 
covara bar new huaband haa a 
laan aga aon and a compulsion to 
murdar 
« SIMON 4V SIMON (Rl 
TONIOHT   Hoai     Johnny 
Carson     Scheduled     comeokan 
Slav* landaabarg    actor   Jaaon 
Bataman   ( Vatam't. 
Wad 8* Davidson and Sagal W* 
co» In itarao 
SNIGHTLINE 
BUSINESS REPORT 
MOVIE   *     Cr-no In Tha 
Streets    11956) Sal M,nao John 
Caaaavaiaa Despite tha efforts of 
■ aoc -   worker to raform ban. a 
young m aa i hood teed* ona of h>a 
gang mambara mlo a Ma of crima 
03 THE JUDGE 
Q) LAWRENCE OF ARABIA: 
THE MASTER ILLUSIONIST 
Thia documentary portrays tha Ha 
of Thomaa Edward lawanca and 
explores   lha   motn-as   of   thoaa 
•who mfluancad him and tha ques- 
tions    i»*ed    by    hit    accidental 
daath -Hi 
'ESPNI SRORTSCENTER 
WEDNESOAV 
KPTEMBER 17. I960 
w»" • '•**' * ©*• «• 
EVENING 
0 OO 
QOOB NEWS 
O)   PM   MAGAZINE   A  turro 
oata '«otha*   record producar and 
modal David Ba-af onia 
©    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(D IB DIFF RENT STROKES 
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
6 30 
©CBS NEWS 
■ NBC NEWS 
B ABC NEWS t J 
CO CD BUSINESS REPORT 
CD GIMME ABREAKI 
Q FACTS OF LIFE 
IESPNI   FLV   FISHING   WITH 
JOE HUMPHREVS 
7 OO 
SCBS NEWS 
AGE OF THE RIVER 
•B WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
IB    ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT   '<■!■.. -~   vnih   Arl  Gar 
MM 
S) NEWLVWEO GAME 
©    WONDERFUL    WORLD 
OF DISNEY 
ID TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT AHar an armorad car com 
pany gpaa on ttrAa Jack* a 
forcad lo taka homa S100 000 
bom lha ban* whara aha worfca 
SM'A'S'H 
MACNEIL     /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMC)  MOVIE   #**'!      Thiaai 
Woman     119"'   S>aay   Spacab 
Shaaay DuvaM   Two connaaimgry 
diffarant     young    nuramg    homa 
•vorkara  davalop  an  mianaa ra*a 
iionthap   iHith   a   *<iihdra*n   pa 
l«nt    PG 
7:30 
O   PM   MAGAZINE  A  aurro- 
gaia mothar   >acord producar and 
modal   Davtd   Balafonta    at   lha 
mov>aa   liar I atrajMa 
JJEORARDV 
TAXI 
DATING GAME 
■ GET SMART 
0 THREE  S COMPANY 
(ESPNI BASEBALL'S GREAT- 
EST HITS M^hbgbu of tha   77 
World    Sanaa      IVankaaa    H 
Oodgars) 
BOO 
■ CLUE:    MOVIES.    MUR- 
i: 
OCR AND MYSTERY Moat 
Mari-> Mul lafcaa a i^hrhaanad 
look at Amanca'a faaonanon with 
tha many forma of mysiary Also 
miarwwra *nfh TV datactrvaa 
Angaia Lanabury and Paiar Fa* 
O BASEBALL Pittsburgh rV 
«atas at Montraal Eapoa ilival 
(D ffi NATIONAL GEO- 
GRAPHIC Unusual planti and 
attanga aaatutaa hava adaptad to 
tha mtanaa haai of lha Nam* 
0a»a«l. *hara tampataiuraa 
tomaianaa raach 170 dagiaa* 
(D HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN 
Mark and a mow atar uada >dan 
Mies for a whae m alarao IRI Q 
8)   PERFECT   STRANGERS 
iSaaaon Prem-arat A Europaan mv 
m^jranl iB'Onaon Pmehot) arrives 
uneapactadry on hie AmafKah raj- 
atn-e'a (Mark Lmn-Bakar) door 
atep Tontght Baati a pragnani 
li tend goes ailo labor ZJ 
© CD CHANCE TO LEARN 
Th-a look at functional *iaracv m 
■he United States profiles pro 
gramt around the country that are 
successfully helping adult a learn 
■oread :; 
CD GUNSMOKE 
IESPNI TENNIS McDonalds 
Junior Championships bom Syd 
nay   Ausiraka   (Taped) 
8 30 
B HEAD OF THE CLASS 
(Pienwerai Mo*ard Measeman 
stars as Charlie Moore a good 
netmed substitute leecher who 
attempls In enrich the lives of h>s 
ljilt*.1 sturlenls lon^jht ChaiM) B 
•nnovative approach to laathmg .» 
greeted negatively by Ihe school 
prmceel IWiBliam G  Sch>lhng)  :; 
BOO 
O   MAGNUM.   P.I     Magnum 
end a reporter combine lhaar  tal 
0 CD NATIONAL GEO- 
GRAPHIC A look ai oeeiuree 
found only m Auatraka and the 
sc*ni«ie and cones* vatiomata 
■rorkmg toprofecl lham   :j 
OJJ GIMME A BREAKI Nell a 
•nheriience (hec> bouncea at Ihe 
bant in atarao (Rl 
B DYNASTY in a f>t of >age 
Blake aitacka Alaua and Sammy 
jo and Amanda square off et 
OomtfMQue s engagement parly 
(RIQ 
B FIGHTING TERRORISM 
A NATIONAL SECURITY 
VIEW House Armed Service* 
Committee Chaaman Lea Aapm 
iD We l iB among ihe partici 
pants enacting key rokyfl in ttwa 
simulated While House National 
Security Council aeaaion .liuanai 
rnfl the formulation of Amaricen 
pokey e» tesponse 10 a mock nu- 
clear terrorist at Ion Host B4 
Kmiis 
CD MOVIE*** 'i Pep.aon 
M973) Stave McQueen Oueim 
Hoffman Baaed on Hen., Char 
'■are a book Tero man conmcta 
m lha uenai co*ony of Devi a la- 
land off the eaetern coaat of 
South America endure brute* pm- 
on concbi *xia and p"ot eicape 
B    CHANCE    TO    LEARN 
1 FOLLOW-UP 
(ESPNI TEAM DANCING Ne- 
' tone*    High   School   Champaart 
ah«M from Cypreee Garden* Fla 
IB) 
fTMC] MOVIE ** i Daawa 
(I960) Gary Cooper Ruth 
■omen     Upon   hndmg  Na   home 
and property deetroyad an em 
bittered e» Confederate ofhoar 
vows revenge on thoae reaponar 
M 
•:30 
B YOU AGAIN? Mail part-:. 
pates m a mock marr-ege at 
school aa part of an aiparenant to 
hasp aludanH learn famey reapon- 
sib*tY In atarao IR)Q 
B FINDLAY ARTS FESTI- 
VAL 
10:00 
B B EQUALIZER A aenei 
kiaer marks one of McCarl a asao 
ciatea for murdar IR) 
8 ST ELSEWHERE Weal 
pha" end Novmo attend the Ooc 
tot of the Year bangual Ihe tfwd- 
year reardenia fcat n posted   (R) 
B HOTEL Chriatina and fWegan 
react drfferaniry erhan Juke a pro- 
moted to asaratant manager   (R) 
B LEMON GROVE INCI- 
DENT This reconstruction of the 
feat tuccestlui challenge lo 
school aegregahon utili/ea mier- 
mews hialor<al foolege and dra 
maw '* cealiona of Ihe Caktor 
ma communily of Lemon Grove a 
successful chefktnga *» 1930 to 
thee school board a attempt to 
create a segregated school for the 
town a Me»*an American chil 
ckan £J 
® NEWS 
CD FIGHTING TERRORISM 
A NATIONAL SECURITY 
VIEW House Armed Services 
Committee Chapman las Aap-n 
ID W>s l it among the pario 
pant* enecimg key rotes m this 
simulated While House National 
SecurilY Council session illualrat 
■ng the lormuietion of American 
pokey m response to a mock nu 
clear terrorist action Host Bel 
Kurns 
(ESPN) CHEERLEADING Ford 
College Champmnsho bom San 
Cnego 'Rl 
10:30 
CD MONEYMOONERS 
1 1 OO 
86 B S NEWS 
NATIONAL   / JOURNAL 
© DARK SHADOWS 
CD TWILIGHT ZONE 
AD WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
B ALIVE FROM OFF CEN- 
TER     The World of Pnotogje 
phy      enlh Wekam Wegmen and 
Michael   Smith    apoofa   how-io 
end serf improvement courses 
IESPNI SPLASH    BO    SUM- 
MER EOITION 
(TMC)     MOVIE      **        Shok 
(19841   Burt   Reynolds    Cantkce 
lergen    An  ei con a aiiampt   to 
avenge fee prison buddy a muider 
bravga hen face to-face enth Flort 
damobatars In tiereo   " D 
11:30 
(TAXI 
IT.J   HOOKER (R) 
TONIGHT Hoai Johnny 
Carson Scheduled acveaa Saun- 
dra Saniiago i M.am. V«e I 
comic    actor     Bob    Nawhari 
Newhart i m atarao 
I NlGHTLINE 
I BUSINESS REPORT 
MOVIE a) * * * Co- 
coenui* 11929) Mara Brothara 
Kay Francas A group of ramee 
takaa over a resort hotel m the 
days of the Floncs* land boom 
I 
, 
»»
I   a 
I 
© THE JUDGE 
CB     GLOBAL     ASSEMBLY 
LINE The htgh coal of worldwide 
•nduatnal production ia the focua 
of ftet documentary syhrch aaam- 
evaa tha doetng of U S manufac- 
turing facrktiaa and the quakty of 
i.fe hjoh-lach aweatshopa m Me.. 
co and tha Ph*pp-»ea Q 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
12:00 
SKOJAK 
NEWS 
LIFESTYLES    OF    THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS <R» 
CO COMEOY CLASSICS 
(ESPNI     NFL     YEARBOOK: 
198B   GREEN   BAY   PACK- 
ERS 
THURSDAY 
SEPTEMBER IB. 19*8 
Can-on'* »ta»t v Oeie «c 
EVENING 
B:00 
QOtDQD NEWS 
B    PM    MAGAZINE   Esiefla 
Getty  I   The  Golden  Gels   I    Jen 
verney     an    actor    who    haa 
appeared m several   TV commar 
oats 
•J)      MACNEll        /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CD CD DIFF RENT STROKES 
CD SPORTS REPORT 
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
S30 
B CBS NEWS 
(D N8C NEWS 
B ABC NEWS Q 
B CD BUSINESS REPORT 
B GIMME ABREAKI 
CD FACTS Of LIFE 
(ESPN)   FISHING    BEST   OF 
BILL DANCE 
7 OO 
SCBS NEWS 
CONCERT IN THE PARK 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
B   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT     mterinew     with     actor 
Ardd NeMon 
B NEWLVWEO GAME 
B   WONDERFUL    WORLD 
OF DISNEY 
CD TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT Mm* and Henry a ann. 
versary plans take an unpleasant 
lurn whan Save and bar new 
biend Monroe are arrasied 
8M*A'S»H 
MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMC)  MOVIE   * * * ">      Cer» 
fui   He Might Hear Vou    119831 
Wendy Hughes   Robyn Nevin   AI- 
tor his mother a death, an B year 
old Sydney boy becomes tha ob- 
■KI   of   a   C-ttar   custody   bettle 
between hit two aunia - ona a 
wealthy  ipiiiter  end Ihe other  a 
working eleea     wife      In     atereo 
PG 
7:30 
B   PM    MAGAZINE   Eaiafkt 
Getty I Tha Gosdan Gala"). Barry 
Boehrnck   antrqua arrforoa.   chef 
Bernard 
ITWORONNIES 
OHIO   LOTTERY    12TH 
ANNIVERSARY SHOW 
I TAXI 
I DATING GAME 
I GET SMART 
■aj ra 
s 
r 
1 
B THREE S COMPANY 
(ESPN) SPEEOWEEK 
BOO 
8 B PRICE IS RIGHT 
TALES OF THE UNEX- 
PECTED Stranger at Town" A 
town a check-en are bewitched by 
an eccentric magrcien (Data* 
Jacob.! 
Q COSBY SHOW Ckft and bra 
father argue about Dewee a plena 
IO attend college In tiereo IRI Q 
S NFL FOOTBALL Crneesfujti 
Bengals at Cleveland Browns 
ILrvein 
QD CB LIVING WILD The 
nora's battle for survival among 
tha predator* of Eaat AfrtcaVa 
Noorongoro Crater. (R) Q 
CD GUNSMOKE 
CD MOVIE ** For laches 
Only (1981) Gregory Hartieon. 
lee (Vent A young aapaetg actor, 
unsuccessful at tmrtng wort m 
New Vorfc. turns 10 male esotic 
dancmg and becomes a phenome- 
nal success 
(ESPNI BOATING inboard and 
Tunnel Series bom Augusts Ga 
IR) 
8:30 
O CFL   FOOTBALL Montreal 
A.uuettaa    ai    Wmnrpeg    Blue 
Bombers (Lrva) 
B FAMILY TIES Mallary s 
graduation is dependent upon her 
performance on a hraiory aiam In 
atarao   (RIQ 
BOO 
O B KNOTS LANDING 
iSeeeon Premiere) Pumebme 
aoap opera focusmy on Vakane 
end Gary Ewmg (Joan Van Art 
Tad ShackeHordl oulcaal mam 
beta of the Defiea beaed Ewmg 
femey Tonight Karen a held cap 
in) m m abandoned tarmhousa 
Ben and Va* reconcile, but Ben 
meets secretly with a woman 
bom in* past ; J 
0 CRIME STORY (Premiere) 
The lives of ihree men a special 
unit pokce offrcer a mobster and 
a ktoerei lawyer ate traced bom 
Chicago m lha early 60s to Laa 
Vegaa Ml lha late 'Os Tonight 
Toraao auapectt an independeni 
connector is berwtd e series of 
robberies Siara Damn Fareaa. 
Anthony Oeniaon and Stephen 
Lang In stereo 
CD LAWRENCE OF ARABIA: 
THE MASTER ILLUSIONIST 
Tina documentary portrays the Me 
of Thomaa Edward Lawrence and 
aiplorea the motives of those 
who influenced hen and the quea 
none raised by hie accidental 
death IR) 
B MOVIE aV*H Dynasty 
11978) Sarah Meee Stacy Kaech 
Baaed on a story by James Mi- 
chener Tha stormy retaironehepa 
of a frontier famrry hamper thaw 
efforts to bued a dynasty ai the 
Ohio .ekey of the mid-1800a 
B MYSTERYI Praying 
Mantis Cham Lunghi and Cai- 
man Ou Sautoy aiar m thra taaa of 
calculated greed a^vohnng a pro- 
faaaor whoee maurence pokey <s 
worth mdkona. hie euapecroue 
wde. and h-a ser.eiery (Pert 1 of 
3)IRIg 
(EBPN) AUTO RACING Figure 
Eight World Claarnpaortefvp. bom 
Rive.head N V. IR) 
(T14C) MOVIE **# Coun- 
' t-y (19841 Jeeeca Langa. Sam 
Sheperd   Threatened with foreclo- 
• aura of hei larm. an ww» woman 
sbuggksa to hoed on io her land 
and keep her farywy together. In 
atarao. PG 
lOOO 
a MYSTERYI Praying 
Mantra' Cher* Lunghi and Csv- 
men Du Sautoy at ar m tfua tale of 
CasCulaiad graad ervohsng a pro- 
fessor whoee insurance pokey rs 
worth m*ons has aueceooua 
wife   and hia secretery   (Perl  1 of 
3) (R) g 
CD NEWS 
a MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Winston Church* Tha 
Wilderr«*aa Yaert Church* haa 
evidence of bribery and corruption 
by a sen** cabinet member, and 
preaent* the mformanun before 
f ardamenl (Part 4 of B) IRI g 
(ESPN) TRUCK ANO TRAC- 
TOR PULL 
10:30 
CD HONEYMOONERS 
lltOO 
SB B 8) NEWS 
DARK SHADOWS 
0 TWILIGHT ZONE 
CD WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
CD TIME OUT 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING: DAR- 
RELL WALTRIP EXPLAINS 
NASCAR 
(TMC) MOVIE *#* v» Wom- 
en In Love (1970) Gfcande Jack 
son. Alan Bate* Beeed on the 
novel by 0 H Lawrence. The ro- 
mantic effeea of two separate 
couple* illustrate the notion of el 
ternetmg love and hate between a 
man and a woman In alarao R 
11:30 
8 TAXI 
NATIONAL   / JOURNAL 
I NIGHT HEAT (Rl 
TONIGHT Hoat Johnny 
Carson Scheduled actor George 
Segal,    actress    Lorn    Anderson 
1 Eeay Street    >   In atereo 
0 NlGHTLINE 
CD BUSINESS REPORT 
B MOVIE * * v> Strategy Of 
Terror' 11949) Hugh 0 Brian. 
Barbara flush A female aournafcat 
aids poirce m upsetting, a reaclron- 
ary plot to sabotage the work et 
the United Natrona through pokti 
cat asssssmetron 
STHE JUDGE 
TRIBUTE TO A MASTER 
Vrobrtast Josef Grngord a 7 6th 
be-thdey ra honored by eight for- 
mer aiuoanie. mducang tha con- 
certmesiers of lha Atlanta. Bebi 
more. Montreal. San Diego San 
Francisco and St Lowe aymphony 
orchaatraa. who perform worha 
by Vwafdi. Msndaleeohn. Bach 
endSpOhr 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
13(00 
»KOJAK 
LIFESTYLES    Of    THE 
RICH ANO FAMOUS (R) 
O COMEOY CLASSICS 
(ESPNI     NFL     YEARBOOK 
I 19BB     MINNESOTA     VTK 
INGS 
Mo** «~*. 
o—*< I*** 
f Ullirl.   .   . »**H 
V«yGooa     . *** 
dial .... **M 
Mat*. . . .   ** 
Nk  .  •» 
r»  .... . .   * 
OPEN: 
Mon-Thm. 6"ira-9pm 
Frt. ^m-IOpm 
SutomlOpm 
Sun. 8im-9pm 
IKI.S. tub 
Hnh|lintl.OUi 
3524123 
not to VinKy Unal 
Saturday   Special 
Steak & Shrimp S5.95 
B.BQ Chicken & Rib combo S5.69 
Includes all you can eat 
soup, salad, and dessert Buffet 
plus choice of potato. 
Call us about our 
Dally Specials 352-0123 
THE 
COPY SHOP 
more than just copies! 
Typesetting   Word Processing 
Quality Offset Printing   Flyers   Posters 
Resumes   Screen Printing 
Trophies and Plaques    ~ . 
117 E. Court St. 
352-4068 
Monday and Tuesday 
SPAGHETTI (fJ yea can ait) "3.49 
CLAMS (all yea can eaf) <4.99 
Wednesday and Friday 
PERCH (tN yta can set) 3.49 
Thursday and Saturday 
CHICKEN (fl yea W art) '3.49 
SHRIMP f.W ysu can art) '5.99 
Across from Harshman Quad 
1450 E. Wooslrr 
352 7333 
Hour*: 6 a.m.. 
10 Q.m. Duily 
